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Abstract 

Previous adoption literature is plagued by a lack of information regarding the 

search and reunion process experienced by adoptees who have made contact with 

their biological motherlfather. Adoption reunion studies have typically involved the 

use of standardized measures and questionnaires containing fued choice responses 

and have often not included the pempedive of the adoptee hirnlherself. This study 

irnproved on the weaknesses of past studies through the use of indepth, 

unstrudured interviews with eight adoptees who had been through the search and 

reunion experience and who were able to share this experience in their own words 

and from their own point of view. 

The gmunded theory method of analysis was used in order to generate theory 

that would explain the dynamics of the search and reunion process. This emerging 

theory was tenned "daiming acknowledgment." Four concepts were developed in 

the search for the core variable ''clairning acknowledgment" They were "solving the 

identity puzzlet', ''thmat of betrayal", "drivenness", and "wntrol". M was discovered 

that adoptees have identity gaps as a resul of their la& of biological historical 

infomation. The search for their biological parents was a quest for cwnpleteness; to 

fiIl in thos8 gaps. 7he search process &en involved a threat of betrayal toward the 

adoptee's adoptive parents, who felt that the adoptee's loyalties might shift toward 

the biological parent(s). Regardless of this threat, adoptees were driven to find their 

answers in the form of a face to face meeting with their biolqical motherRather. 

They had a desire to restore control into their lives by conduding a seardi on their 

own ternis, that would restore their natural birthright (mir biological history and the 

identity of aieir biological parents) back to them. These concepts fit together to fom 

the core variable called "daiming acknowledgrnent". Regardless of the outcome of 

the reunion, the adoptees wre  able to daim acknowiedgment from their biological 

parent(@. 

ii. 
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Introduction 

What does it mean to be adopted? What b it like for an adoptee to wonder 

about and then search for himer roots? As the stigmas of illegitimacy and 

adoption have slowiy disappeared, more people feal cornfortable discussing the 

subject of adoption. It has now becorne socially acceptable to embark on a 

search for one's biological parents. Many adoptees have a desire to seek more 

historical information about themselves, either by trying to open their adoption 

records or by searching for one or both of their biological parents. The recent 

media hype surrounding the plight 05"searchers" and the new wave of adoption 

support groups have likely encouragecl other adoptees to search for thek 

biological parents (Dukette, 1984). 

Why do they search? Thete are also many adoptees who do not search, 

hence, we may ask, ' W y  do aiey not search?' Perhaps, the most important, but 

al1 too Men ignored, question is ''what happens after one finds one or both 

biological parents?" More and more adoptees have searched for and been 

reunited with one or both of their biological parents and we know nothing of the 

consequences of their actions. The many television talk shows that reunite 

biological chilben and parents would have us believe that they dl live happil y 

ever affer. Rarely, do we see the same people badc on the show a month, a 

year or even years later, to share with us what transpired Mer that initial 

meeting. The same could be saiâ for academic literature, which doea little ta 

delve into the pst-reunion dynamics between an adoptee and hislher biological 

parent(s). 

The adoption reunion studies that do exist do little to help us undentand the 

searchinglreunion phenornenon. Research is very limited in the area of 

searching and reunions between adoptees and thsir biological parents 

(Sachdev, 1992) as very few studies have foaised on the process and aftemath 
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of adoption reunions. There is little information about the processes involved in 

adually finding and making contact with one's birth motherRather. What 

happens during that first meeting between the adoptee and the biological 

parent(s)? Do the adoptee and the biological parent(s) remain in contact and 

develop a relationship? Does the adoptee's life change as a result of the 

reunion? If so, how does it change? All questions for which very few answers 

exist . 

Overview of the Research 

Adoption reunion studies have typically hvolved the use of standardized 

measures and questionnaires mtaining fxed choice responses. Some studies 

have provided information on whettier the reunion experience was positive or 

negative for the adoptee, but fail to pursue what happens after the initial reunion. 

For example, Campbell, Silverrnan and Patti (1991) found that most of the 

adoptees in their study found the reunion with their biological parent(s) to be a 

positive experience for them, even if they did not remain in contact with or were 

not wamly received by their bnth parent(s). Silverrnan, Campbell, Patti and 

Style (1988) studied birth parents and found the same thing; that the reunions 

were positive for the majority of the respondents. Other researchers have found 

that the adoptees were somewhat divided in that some found the reunion to be 

positive, but others found it to be negative (Lutheran Social Service of 

Minnesota, 1968; friseliotis, 1973; Sorosky, Baran & Pannor, 1978). 

Henœ, we know that the reunion experienœ is positive for some adoptees 

and negative for others, but we do not know anything about the initial meeting 

with the biological parent(s) or what happened after the initial meeting. Such 

questions as 'Mat was the first meeting like"?, 'Wy  are you no longer in 

contact with your biological parent(s)'?, 'Ma t  type of relationship do you 
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presently have with your biological parent(s)"? are either glossed over or 

mpletely ignored. 

One need only pense a few studies to discover a serious void in the 

Iiterature - the adoptw. There is a dear ladc of research that is concemeci with 

the experiences and aüitudes of the adoptee. Instead, many researchers have 

chosen to approach their adoption studies ftom the point of view of accessible 

detached observers. such as the adoptive parents, social workers and teachers. 

While there is a ladc of academic litenture conœmed with the experiences 

of the adoptee, there is no la& of popular literahire addressing the same 

subject. One must be carekil not to confuse the W. One may find several 

adoption centered books at the local bookstore, but many of aiese books (e. g. 

Lifton, 1988) contain many selfhelp testimonials and unanalyzed anetdotal 

staternents which should not be confuseci with academic research. For example, 

Lifton (1 988) admitted to writing her first adoption book more as a catharsis for 

her own experience of searching for and being reunited with her biological 

parents. This author's book (Lïfton. 1988) surrounding the subject of the 

adoptee experience contains anecdotes fmm a series of rather troubled 

adoptees who serve to confimi the author's opinions and experienœs. The 

author would have us believe that the problems these adoptees have (i. e. sorne 

were suicidai, dnig addicteâ or homosexual) are due to their adoptive status 

when, in fad, the same situations are found in the non-adopted population. 

There is no evidence that troubled people are any more represented in the 

adoptee population than in the non-adoptee population as the author would 

have us believe. 

When adoptees are dudied, they are Men "assessed" using standardized 

indicators, such as IQ tests and other psychological development tests (0.g. 

Seglow, Pringle 8 Wedge, 1972). Such tests provide standardized questions 
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with fixed sets of responses. The use of such instruments, at times, involves an 

underlying assumption; that there is a potential 'problem" to be evaluated. 
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The Problem Orientation 

Much of the adoption literature is written by social workers and 

psychologists, who tend to view adoptees as having deep psychological 

problems, espedally if they undertake a search for one or both of their natural 

parents @.go Foster, 1979). Some d these authors are adopted themselves and 

in some instances, appear to let their own opinions colour their research in tenns 

of the labels they apply to adoptees and to the reasons for searching (e-g. Small, 

1987; Andersen, 1 989). Quite possibly, the 'trouble' orientation of these 

professions may also iinf uence th8 'what troubles the adoptee? perspective. 

Beina ado~ted: Problems 

Msny researchers seem to assume that adoptees have problerns (or at least 

should have problems) and seem surpriseci when they find well-adjusted 

adoptees with happy family lives (Seglow et. al., 1 972). Almost every article on 

the subject of adoption implies the same thing; that there must be something 

wrong with adoptees. Why would adoptees search for their biological parent(s), 

if they did not have something clinically wrong in their lives? Srnall (1 987) notes 

that we have treated adoption as though it were some sort of disease in that we 

use the word 'adopte& much the same way we use the Mxds epileptic or 

diabetic. Srnall (1 987) feels that "by placing the word 'adopted' More  the word 

'child' we make associations about the conditions prior to adoption, for example. 

abandonment, rejedion and illegitimacy" (p.35). This author even goes so far as 

to suggest that the terni "adult child of adoptionf1 should be useâ instead of the 

word "adoptee" because it "refer(s) to conditions subsequent to an adoption and 

refiects the fact that adoption is a socially created condition, like mamage and 

divorce, and not a disease" (p. 35). 
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This idea of adoption as a disease b evident in another article by the same 

author. Small(1979) details the vast discrimination faœd by adoptees who 

would like to open their adoption records, but are denied access. Legislation 

frequently denies adoptees access to sealed adoption records. As well, there 

are child psychologists and Iawyers who do not think adoptees have any right to 

know anything about their biologiarl roots. For example, Small(1979) writes 

about a lawyer who felt that adoption records should rot be available to adult 

adoptees because the adoptee might utilire this information to search for and 

murder hisher biological parent(s). Why an adoptee would want to murder 

hisher biological parent&) is never made clear. It is just another example of 

how the system and the people in it treat adoptees like fragile children who are 

incapable of speaking for themselves or making rational decisions. 

All too often labeling the adoptee as having some kind of condition appears 

to hinder the researcher in hislher atternpt to understand the adoptee. Perhaps, 

it is for this reason that some researchen assume the perspective that adoptees 

are incapable of understanding themselves, therefore they approach another 

source, such as a family member, instead of the adoptee, for information about 

the adoptee. Again, could it be that they believe that adoptees are too fragile to 

discuss their adoption experienœ? 

Given the lad< of information on adoptees and searching, it would seem 

warranted to design research to address their motivation for seardiing and 

whether they would recommend searching to other adoptees. If their reason for 

searching was to resolve some sort of problem in their Iife, did it accomplish 

what they thought it wwld? It seems to me that if we tNIy want to understand 

what motivates adoptees to search, we need to listen to them without putting 

some type of dinical judgment on them first or placing their responses into a 

clinical framework. We ought to let them tell their stories from their own point of 
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view. This research is about these life storïes. As sudr. this research may be 

viewed as ethnographie in charader. 

Characteristics of Searctiers and Nonsearchers 

It is interesting to note that the majority of adoptees search only for their 

birth mother with the birth father being vieweâ as some sort of "phantom figure" 

(Sachdev, 1992, p. 58). Adoptees tend to becorne more interested in finding 

their birVi fathers only after they have found their birth mothers (Sorosky et al., 

1978). Research also indicates that searchers are most Iikely to be fernales, 

although the number of male searchers is steadily increasing (Campbell et al.. 

1991 ). 

The act of searching for one's biological parents(s) appears to be related 

one's wrrent familial relationships. Triseliotis (1 973) found that those with 

unsatisfying relationships with their adoptive families commonly became 

searchers. Aumend and Barrett (1 984) concluded that nonsearchers had more 

positive attitudes toward their adoptive parents and felt that their adoptive 

parents were more emotionally involved in their lives than did the searchers. 

Nonsearchers were also charaderized as possessing a higher level of s e l  

esteem than searchers, perhaps due to the suppwtive relationships they had 

with their adoptive parents (Aumend & Bartett, 1984). 

Aumend and Barrett (1984) contradict the belief that al1 adoptees have 

esteem and identity problems, but they do caution that their sample was small. It 

is as if they are indicating that there ought to be problems with adoptees and 

that a larger sample would have provided the evidenœ. It is yet another 

example of researchers foaising on problems that aiey think should be there. 
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Searching 

Problems 

Those who hope for a reletionship with their birth parent(s) lypically do so 

out of a desire to fiIl the void left by unsatisfactory family relationships 

(lriseliotis, 1973; Sachdev, 1992), especially in the event of an unsatisfactory 

relationship with their adoptive mother (Sachdev, 1 992). In contrast, Campbell 

et al. (1991) found that the searchers in their sample of one hundred and 

fourteen participants were not generally dissatisfied with their relationships with 

their adoptive family. It is important to note that those with unsatisfactory 

motherchild relationships were not seeking to replace their adoptive mother, but 

rather, desired only to be friends or acquaintances, if possible, with their birth 

mothen (Sachdev, 1 992). 

It is also worth noting that many researdien characterize adoptees, 

searching or not, as having psychological andlor emotional problems. For 

example, Jaffee and Fanshel(1970) studied New York area families, who had 

adopted children between 1931 and 1940. They characterized their sample as 

either low problem, middle range or high problern. They then set out to find 

problems within their sample, assuming that families with adopted children would 

have more problems. This is very typical of many researchers who assume that 

something is inherently wmng with adoptees, especially if they search. Adopting 

a problem centered approach, they introduce a bias which seems to permeate 

the research. 

Reasons for Searchinq 

First, I will elabrate on i d e n t i i  reasons for searching for one's biological 

parent(s). Andenen (1 989) noted, on the basis of dinical and personal 

experience, that the most consistent reason that adoptees give for searching is 
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"that they hope for a change in the way they expefience themselves as people" 

(p. 623). Evidence of mis desire for sel understanding and identity cohesion 

has been found in several studies that ernploy the use of interviews andlor 

questionnaires (e. g., Campbell et al., 1991; Sachdev, 1992; Aumend 8 Barrett, 

1984; Triseliotis, 1973; Sorosky et al., 1978). According to Campbell et al. 

(1 991 ), adoptees who search seem to desire a historical sense of themselves in 

order to be at peace. Many adoptees consider it a normal curiosity that is 

connected to their sense of loss of their roots. However, one cannot thereby 

assume that every adoptee feels something less than whole. 

Many adoptees want medical infomation when they are having their own 

children (Campbell et al., 1991 ; Sachdev, 1992). Andersen (1 988), however, 

described the desire for medical infomation as the least politically offensive 

reason for searching. Andersen also considered it a 'poor excuse' for searching 

because by the time one is old enough to consider searching, he or she is often 

past the age where one develops most hereditary diseases and is unlikely to 

pass them on to their children. 

Campbell et al. (1 991 ) identifid four types of motives for searching; "life- 

cycle transition, desire for infomation, hope for a relationship with the birth 

parent, and wish for selfunderstanding" (p. 332). This is consistent with data 

provided by other tesearchem. Triseliotis (1 973) also indicates that life-cycle 

transitions lead to searching, but he t e n d  his transitions 'crises', some 

normative, others unexpeded. These crises indude such events as death of 

one or both adoptive parents, separaüon, divorce, matiage, childbirth, 

adolescence, and middle age. Apparently, death of a parent constitutes the 

feelings of a second loss and fumer abandonment Triseliotis (1973) thought 

that al1 adoptees feel rejected by their birth mooiers and that a positive, 

supportive adoptive family a n  help heal this wound. The wound reopens with 
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the loss of an adoptive parent, but those with more positive home lives are better 

able to cope with the death. 

Childbirth Men leads ta a search as it reawakens the desire to know more 

about oneseH (Triseliotis, 1973). Adoptees begin to identii with their birth 

mothers and sense how hard it would be to relinquish a child. They becorne 

preocwpied with the question, ' M y  did she give me up?" (Campbell et al., 

1991 ). 

Triseliotis (1 973) found that the other life cyde transitions of separation, 

divorce, mamage, relationship break-ups, adolescence, and middle age produœ 

self-examining tendencies, wherein adoptees begin to seek outside support for 

information about their roots. It is interesthg to note that much of the adoption 

literature suggests that adoptees do not feel that they have any traditional sort of 

roots established with their adoptive families and that they seek them frwn their 

birth families who know nothing about them. Cuiously, the research does not 

indicate why adoptees feel they la& roots. For al1 intents and purposes, 

besides blood ties, birth parents are total strangers who adoptees seem to think 

will become instant loving parts of their extendeci farnily. Can you really regain 

al1 those years worth of experiences? Some adoptees have described their 

adoptive identity as living a lie and really believed that they could make up for al1 

the lost years in a very short period of time (Sachdev, 1992). 

There are other questions to consider, such as, "once you find out your 'tnie' 

identity, then who are you? "Can you ever go back to your adoptive stahrs 

identity if your discover your mots and discover your original name?" "Does a 

dual identity become even more confhsing than not knowïng your original 

identity?" It is not dear as to whether adoptees think about any or al1 of these 

issues before aiey embark on a mardi for their biological parent(s). 
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Poiicy 

The search for one's biological roots amounts to a very arduous task For 

example, the law of Manitoba is w*tten as if the adopted child is achrally the 

natural child of the adoptive parents (Child and Family Services Act, 1988). 

According to the statutes (Child and Family Services Act, 1988). al1 birth records 

are confidential and after the order of adoption the records are put into a 

separate file and placed into a safe depsitory by the dit- of the agency. An 

adoptee or hisher adoptive parents can issue a request for the decree of 

adoption if they so wish. This decree indicates the adoptee's given birth name 

(only the fint and middle name) and the new name (if it was changed) that the 

adoptive parents chose for himer. The pradice of including the chiWs birth 

sumarne on the adoption decree was abolished in the late sixties in order to 

protect the privacy of the biological parents. Therefore, adoptees are identiied 

only by the bidh registration nurnber of the birth record. 

Adoptees are entitled to apply for non-identifying information (information 

gathered about the biological parents that does not include their names) by 

going to Child and Family Services and filling out a request fom (Child and 

Family SeMces Ad, 1988). Some adoptees are unaware of their right to this 

information. The time to secure non-identifying information is dependent on the 

social workef s case load and may last from a few months to over a year. This 

information can be very vague and is dependent on the questions that the social 

worker posed to the birth parent(s) at the time of the adoption. Non-identifying 

information may contain the physical description of the biological parents, the 

nature of their relationship, their age, their health history and their interests. 

Hence, the detail of this information really depends on the social worker and the 

types of questions that sîhe asked of the biological parents. Some adoptees 
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receive very detailed iMomation while others receive information of a very 

sketchy nature. 

Only the director of C hild and Famil y Services can open adoption records by 

wrîtten court order (Child and Family Services Act, lm). Child and Family 

Services will only provide the adoptee with identifying information if the birth 

parent@) also wishes to have contact with the adoptee. The only way an 

adoption record could be opened would be if the birth parent has a life 

threatening illness and wishes ta infom the adoptw or if an adoptee was dying 

and had a wish to meet the birai parent(s). If the birth parent refused to consent 

to meet the adoptee, no identming information would be provided to the 

adoptee. It is possible, in soma cases, to receive identifying information l the 

biological parent is deceased. 

Currently, the majority of families opt for an open adoption, in Mich 

identifying information is provided upon adoption. The adoptive parents often 

rneet with the birth parent@) and some limited visitation, in the initial stages of 

the childs life, is provided to the biological parents. This eliminates the 

govemmental red tape as the adoptive parent is able to tell the child about the 

biological parents. The child then knknows the names of the biological parents 

and, to some degree, what they were like. 

If an adoptee wkhes to search for herhis bidogical parent(s), one thing the 

adoptee can do is apply to be on the post-adoption registry. This registry 

became active in 1981 (Child and Family Services Act, 1988). Ta do this the 

adoptee must pay a one time fee of thirty-five dollars (unless they are receMng 

some fom of govemment assistance) to take Gare of the paper work involved. In 

Winnipeg, prior to 1994, this senrice was free. The adoptee would register 

hislher name indicating that dhe wishes contact with the birth parent(s). At such 

time that the birth parent(s) also registers with the same intent, a match is made 
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and interviews are Vien arranged. A social warker would interview both parties 

to make sure that each party is emotionally and psychologically stable enough to 

experience a reunion. If so, a reunion date is set, with a social worker as an 

intermediary. Unfortunately. this registry is not very active. If only one party 

registers, na Mort is exerted to find the other party to see if they mwld agree to 

a reunion. However, the adoptee can request th& a search be camed out, 

through the post adoption registry, in order to find hos or her birth parents andîor 

biological siblings. This service is available at a cost of $265 for the initial 

search and $180 for each additional search that may be carried out, should the 

first search prove unsuccessfol. There is a large backiog of adoptees who have 

requested that a search be done, hence, an adoptee wnently requesting a 

search, would have to wait two to Viree years for his or her search to be 

implemented. 

Not Searching 

Foster (1979) noted that many adoptees would love to satisfy th& curiosity 

about their biological parents, but at the same time they are aware of the 

diffiwlties and the emotional damage that muld arise fiom a search and 

therefore, decide against searching. Some adoptees are swayed by the belief 

that a search would be disloyal to their adoptive parents and an unwelcome 

intrusion into the Iives of their biological parents (Foster, 1979). This conclusion 

is corroborated by other researchers (e.g., Srnall, 1 987; Triseliotis, 1 973; 

Sachdev, 1992; Somsky et al., 1978). However, Sachdev (1 992) found that 

adoptees' relationships with their adoptive parents were either unaffded or 

strengalened by a search. 

Some adoptees are frightened of what they may find when their search is 

over. They fear that their biological parent may reject them or that the parent 
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might not be what they expeded (Triseliotis, 1973). Sachdev (1 992) found that 

some (it is not clear as to how many) of the adoptees in his study feared that 

their biological mothers would not be interesteci in them and that they would be 

rejected for the second time. This seems to indicate that some adoptees feel 

rejected by their biological mothers because these mothers gave them up for 

adoption. However, in Sachdev's (1992) study this issue was not afforded much 

attention. Nonsearchers seem to be aware of the fad that their image of their 

parent(s) may, indeed, clash with reality. Hawever, Tnseliotis' (1973) study 

indicates that some searchers also think about these things, but search anyway, 

fearing that not knowing anything about their history b worse than discovering 

something negative about their biological history. 

Sorne adoptees are very pessimistic about a reunion, stating that their 

biological parents are complete strangers and that they would probably have 

nothing in comrnon with them (Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota, 1968). 

Same that have searched and found their biological mothers expressed deep 

regret after discovering that the biological mothers were not what they expeded 

and indicated that it was hard to close the door on the experience. Some of 

these adoptees found that they disliked their biological mothers and in some 

cases the reverse was ttue, as some of the biological mothers were very 

unreceptive toward the adoptees. If they cwld go back, they would not do it 

again (Lutheran Social Service of Minnesota, 1968). This is in contrast with 

Sachdev's (1992) study, which indicated that regardless of the outcome of the 

search, the majority of the adoptees, if they cwld go back, would make the same 

decision to search. 

One can easily se8 just by the length of this section that not as much is 

known about nonsearchers as is known about searchers. Researchers have not 

seemingly deemed it necessary to probe further when a nonsearcher states that 
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slhe is afraid of hurting herhis adoptive parents or Via slhe is aftaid of what 

slhe may find upon meeting herlhis biological parent(s). Rather this is accepted 

as logical and the foais then tums to those 'deviant' searchem. 
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The Research Focus 

1 believed that there was a need for research into the processes involved in 

the reunion between an adoptee and hisiher bidogical parent(s). The existing 

Iiterature on adoption reunions is largely lacking in content and abundant in 

surface details. Demographics take up a large amount of spaœ in such studies 

and serve to add little substantive information to the subjed of reunions. What 

was needed was a study that focused on the dynamics of the reunion 

experienœ. 

The purpose of this study was to explore the adoption reunion expenence 

from the perspective of the adoptee. The focus œntered on the adoptee's 

reunion experience with hidher birth motherifaher fnim the time the adoptee 

decided to search for his or her birth parent(s), through the reunion itself to the 

postieunion experience. It is very important to note that each adoptee's 

experience was unique and that it was the wrnmon underlying processes and 

experiences that were of interest. 

The objective of this study, was to understand the searching and reuniting 

experience by going directly to the adoptees and asking hem to talk about their 

experiences. Given that each adoptee's experience was unique, predetermined 

questions were not utilireci. 

Since adoption reunions have received little attention in the research field, 

researchers and lay people know very little about the dynamics surmunding the 

reunion experience. I wanted to know more about this unique experience. I 

wanted to understand the expeiience of finding one's biological mother andior 

father from the standpoint of those adoptees who have gone through the 

experienœ. The goal of the analysis was to discover aieory that elucidated the 

dynamics of the adoption reunion experience (Glaser 8 Strauss, 1967). 
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It is of deep concem to me that so mu& of the adoption literature has a 

'problem' bias. Researchers appear ta assume that al1 adoptees have problems 

and therafore, attempt to center their approach toward problems they may find. 

This problem orientation in itself, is problematic. A problem orientation. 

therefore, was not assumed in the focus of this researdi. 

The goal of this research was distovery. This study sought to discover 

theory that was grounded in the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The information 

was generated from participants who shared their exprienees in their own 

words and from their own point of view. A study aimed at discovering theory 

neœssarily approaches the wbject matter as devoid as possible of 

preconœived notions or hypotheses. 

In order to grasp this cornplex expwienœ, it was necessary to let the 

information speak for itseif, to let the adoptees share their adoptive meaning 

structure and their reunion experience with us, so that we could gain a greater 

understanding of this experience as lived by adoptees. 

The Mettiod 

Ethnoara~hv 

I believe that in order to understand adoptees and their lived experience, 

one must approach the people best suited to share this experience, the 

adoptees themselves. Only adoptees can convey what it really means to be 

adopted and what it is like to be reunited with their biological parent(s). Those 

adoptees who have searched for and found their biological parents have "been 

there"; meaning they have had an exprienœ that is foreign to myself, even 

though I am adopted, (1 have not embarked on a search for my biological 

parents) and much of the general public who are not adopted. Therefore, I felt 
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that an ethnographie ffamework wwld be very appropriate to understanding the 

adoption reunion experience from the point of view of an adoptee. 

Ethnography "starts with a conscious attitude of almost complete 

ignorance" (Spradley, 1979, p. 4). "The essential wre of ethnography is (the) 

concem with the meaning of action and events to the people we seek to 

understand" (Spradley, 1979, p. 5). Meanings an be directly expressed through 

the use of language, however. many meanings are taken for granted and are 

only expressecl indiredly through our words and actions. As a society, people 

use these cornplex meanings to organize and understand their own behaviour 

and that of others with the ultimate goal of making sense out of the world around 

them (Spradley, 1 979). According to Spradley (1 979), "ethnography yields 

empirical data about the lives of people in specific situations. It allows us to see 

alternative realities and modify out culture baund theories of human behavior." 

Adoptees who search for and find their biological parents(s) find themselves 

in the potentially traumatic situation of s e l  idefinition, where one must redefine 

one's self in light of new information about one's biography. By virtue of being 

aware of one's adopted 'status', certain "taken for granteâ" meanings about self, 

about family, and other self defining experiences are challenged. 

Definitions of self prior to lrnowing one's adopted status necessarily must be 

altered. The pmcess of searching can be viewed as a necessary consequenœ 

of this challenge to what one once thought to be tnie. 

To a certain degree, it would appear that many researchers hold to popular 

beliefs when it cornes to the study of adoptees, which has been demonstrated by 

many researchers who view adoptees as fragile problern prone people, a 

problern prone subculture. This is especially well illustrated by those 

researchers who do not approach adoptees directly, but rather interview their 

adoptive parents or othen close to them for information about the adoptees. 
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Outsiders. such as adoptive parents, cannot possibly provide an acwrate 

accwnt of how adoptees feel. Only adoptees can provide such information. If 

one interviews adoptees directly, besides finding that adoptees are not so fragile 

that they cannot discuss th& own prsonal meaning strudures, one can gain 

access to 'their story' as Iived exphence. 

Researchers who adhere to a problem centered or therapeutïc approach to 

the study of adoptees also Men assume that adoptees' reports cannot be fully 

tnisted. They may assume that adoptees are simply hiding their 'problerns' in 

order to appear normal. I did rot assume that any of my participants had any 

'problems'. I felt it necessary to take their description of their experienœs at 

face value. it was their personal lived experience; therefore, I had no reason to 

believe that what they told me was not tnie, or that it belied deep, subconscious. 

unknown meanings. 

Many studies are carried out with the goal of testing formal theories , 

wherein the theory is either wpported or rehrted (Spradley, 1979). In many 

cases it is diffiwlt to discover new information because there is no room for 

theory developrnent, as one has already hypothesized what one may find. Not 

al1 adoption studies test formal theories; some are exploratory in nature and 

others take more of a 'position paper' stance. 

An alternative to formal theory and hypothesis testing is grounded theory, 

theory that is grounded in the data of those providing the description of the 

experience under study (Spradley, 1979). It is important, I think, to note that a 

grounded theory also inherently rejeds the belief that the therapist or 

researcheh perspective is innately superior to another perspective (Lundy 8 

Warme, 1988). "Any explanation of behavior which excludes what the actors 

themselves know, how they define their actions, remains a partial explanation 

that distorts the human situation. The tools of ethnography offer one means to 
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deal with this fad of meaning" (Spradley, 1979, p. 13). Hence, ethnography 

forces one to approach a study from the standpoint of complete ignorance and 

helps to facilitate the discovery of grounded theory, which is derived from this 

direct source information (Spradley, 1 979). 

Recently. Mardi (1995) conducted an ethnographic study of sùny adult 

adoptees and her fmdings were similar to those of this study. However. March 

(1 995) applied symbolic interactionist concepts to the results of her data, while 

this study has used an ethnographic, grounded theory approach in order to 

generate new theory. It would be of discredit to this author to omit the fact that 

she sig nificantl y improved the existing adoption literature by capturing the Iived 

experience of adoptees who have experienced a reunion. However, our 

approaches were difrent Ïn that I wanted to generate a new theory, while 

Mardi (1 995) el8Cfed to apply a theory to the analysis of her data. 

Data Colledion 

Research Partici~ants 

The participants in this study consisted of eight adoptees; six males and two 

fernales. between the ages of twenly-six and fm. Ail of the adoptees in this 

study had searched for, located and met with one or both of their biological 

parents on more than one occasion. The length of time that had passed since 

the first initial contact with the biological parent(s), ranged frorn a couple of 

months to several years. All of the adoptees gave their infomed consent to 

participate in this study and knew that they were adopted prbr to the study. In 

keeping with theoretical sampling technique (Glaser 8 Strauss, 1967). some of 

the participants were found through word of mouth and others were found 

through an adoption supportisearch group called 'LINKS.' Initially, 1 set out to 

find adoptees who had found and been reunited with one or both of their 
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biological parents. The technique of thearetical sampling is very important as 

the developing theory points to gaps in the emerging theory. Interviewees &en 

provide answers that spark new research questions in the mind of the 

researcher; new directions for the research to take (Glaser 8 Strauss, 1967)- At 

this point it is necessary for the researeher to find additional participants to 

answer these new questions. As part of the constant comparative analysis, the 

researcher cdlects, codes and analyres his or her data, and then must decide in 

what diredion to tum for new data in order to further develop hislher emerging 

theory (Glaser 8 Strauss, 1967). Theoretical sampling became important at 

several points in this study. For example. at one point it became clear to me that 

I needed to interview an adoptee who did not have a successfid reunion with his 

or her birth mother, as at that point in time, al1 the people I had interviewed had 

experienced positive reunions. In the beginning stages, I also found that it 

would be necessary to interview people who had long searches and people who 

had relatively fast searches to examine the different dynamics that had taken 

place in both situations. I ended up with a good representation of people who 

had experienced both types of searches and who had both positive and negative 

reunions. It is important to note that I did not embark on a search for additional 

interviewees or data based on a preaxœived theoretical framework, or in 

consideration of statistical sampling requirements, but rather on emerging 

questions and ideas (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 

It was necessary to develop a set of minimum criteria for participation in this 

study in order to narmw the focus of the study for manageability. Threo of the 

criteria were designed to control for extreme variability. For example, I might 

have b e n  getting into a completely dinmnt study with different issues if I 

include people who have been interiacially edopted or adopted at an older age 

or who have been adopted by an extended biological family member. All of the 
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adoptees who participated in my study had to give their infonned consent to 

participate in my study (they signed an infonned consent fom) and had to know 

that they were adopted prior to the study. They also had to be over the aga of 

eig hteen. 

The total number of participants was small due to the amount of data that 

was collecteci from each individual. Eight participants provided enough 

information to saturate the categories developed in the ongoing analysis 

(Channaz, 1983). 1 was not discovering any new ideas, therefore, it was not 

necessary to solicit any more participants. 

Descri~tion of the ~artici~ants 

The following is a brief description of the eight adoptees who participated in 

this study. Their mal names have been changed to pseudonyrns in order to 

protect their identities and to ensure confidentiality. 

Jirn - 
Jim is a male in his late twenties. He had an adoptive mother and father and 

a sister who was also adopted (but not biologicelly related to Jim). Jim's parents 

did not infonn him of his adoptive status untjl he was twenty-six years old. He 

then gave his adoptive parents the ultimatum of telling his sister that she was 

adopted or else he would tell her. He met his biological parents four months 

after discovering his adoptive status. His biological parents had actually manied 

each other a few years after Jim's adoption and had two more sons. Hence, not 

only did Jim discover that his biological parents were still together, but he also 

found that he had two biological siblings who resembled him to a great degree. 

Jim found his biological parents through the post-adoption registry. They had 

put their names in the registry ten yeam earlier hoping that Jim's genetic make- 

up might be able to help a sick relative. His biological family resided just outside 
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of Winnipeg and have welcomed Jim as though he had always been a part of 

their farnily. The reunion has made his retationship with his adoptive parents 

much stronger and both his adoptive family and his biological family have a 

great relationship with each other. 

Jessica 

Jessica is a fifty yearold female adoptee. Her adoptive father is deceased 

and her adoptive mother has Alzheimer's Disease. Jessica felt fteer to embark 

on a search knowing that her adoptive parents wu ld  never find out about her 

search and, therefore, never be hurt by her actions. She has one broaier, who is 

also adopted, but not biologically related to her. Jessica's search lasted over 

twenty years. She became her own private detedive and at one point, she hired 

a lawyer to try and assist in her seardr. She was on a registry list for seventeen 

years until Child and Family Services contacted her to indicate that they had 

found her biological mother. Jessica's biological mother lives halfway across 

Canada, so they have only visited a few times. Jessica felt that the distance in 

the relationship was good because her biological mother was having a lot of 

regrets about the past and about being unable to fulfill her mother role. Jessica 

felt that if she were in the sarne city, she would try to be too much of a mother, 

whereas Jessica felt she did not need another mother and only wanted a 

relationship based upon friendship. At the tirne of our interview, Jessica was 

planning to visit her biological mother a few months later, but was not sure 

where the relationship was headed. Jessica found out that she had three haIf- 

siblings, two of whom know of her existence. Her biological father was 

deceased, but Jessiw still wanted to make contact with any of his family 

mernbers in order to leam more about him. 
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Patrick 

Patrick is a male adoptee in his early farties. His adoptive father was 

deceased and his adoptive mother did not live in Manitoba. He did not tell his 

adoptive mother about his search as he feared her disapproval. His adoptive 

mother was Mended when she eventually Ieamed of the reunion as she felt that 

Patrick "owed het' because she had invested in him by raising him. Therefore, 

she felt that he should not have engaged in the search and reunion process. His 

brothers and sisters. who are not adopted, did not approve of his search either. 

He spent roughly thirteen years searching for his biological mother, the last six 

of them in eamest. He joined a few search groups, used a private investigator 

and eventually became an amateur detedive himself. He found his biological 

mother thousands of kilometres away and descended on her in surprise fashion. 

He had two half-brothers and was excited to find that Viey lwked and aded 

much like hirnsetf. One had even attended the same graduate school a few 

years behind him. He had a ftiendly relationship with his biological mother and 

his half-siblings, but he was not sure how or if his birth mother fit into his present 

life. He felt that the fad that she did not live in Manitoba made their lives less 

complicated because he did not need another mother or want to feel obligated to 

her. 

Ashlev 

Ashley is a fernale adoptee in her early thirties. Her adoptive parents were 

aware of her search and supportecl it. She put her name on the postgdoption 

registry, joined a search group and became an amateur detedive. She spent 

about hnro years searching until she met two women in her search group, who 

happened to know her biological parents. Her birth mother lived in Manitoba 

and was married with two drildren, one of whom was adopted. Ashley's 

relationship with her birth mother lasted about a year. Her birth mother refused 
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to tell her children of Ashley's existence and her birth mothefs husband did not 

approve of any type of relationship between Ashley and her birth moaier. Ashley 

decided that she was not welawne and terminateci the relationship. Ashley later 

found her birth father who lives halfway aaoss Canada. He is divoreed, with no 

children and was absolutely ecstatic to hear from his "daughter." They had a 

great ftiendship and have kept in close contact. Her adoptive parents were 

supportive of their relationship and like her birth father. 

Jeff - 
Jeff is a male adoptee in his late twenties. He had a great relationship with 

his adoptive family who were very supportive of his search. He found his birth 

mother through the post-adoption registry as both of them were registered. He 

was adamant that he would not have employed any other searching tediniques 

had she not been on the registry. He had a sister, but it was uncfear to me 

whether she is a full biological sibling or a half-sibling. His biological mother 

lived several provinces away and Jeff enjoyed that distance. He felt that if his 

biological mother Iived in the same province she would try to be too motherly, as 

they would be in doser contact. In the beginning of their relationship his 

biological mother did try to take on the mother role, but eventwlly she 

understood that JefF did not need another mother and they became good friends. 

Steve - 
Steve is a male adoptee in his early thirties. He had a good relationship with 

his adoptive parents, especially his adoptive mother, who was his confidant. 

Steve had always felt incomplete due to his lad< of biological information. Steve 

sufïered fram chronic depression and he wanted me to emphasize the fad that 

he did not blame his depression on the fad that he was adopted. Rather, his 

depression resulted from a combination of fadors. When he saught treatment 

for that condition, it was suggested to him that resolving his adoption issues 
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might alleviate some of his depression. Steve joined a seardi group and 

became an amateur detedive, pouring through archives and Henderson 

directories until he was sure he had found his biological moher. Steve 

discovered that he did not have any hrll or half biological siblings. His biological 

mother had kept his existence a -et and wanted to keep it that way. She 

would only meet him in public places (they only met a few times) and refused to 

answer any of his questions . He felt rejeded by her a second time due to her 

refusai to let him into her life of to fiIl in his biological blanks. The lad  time they 

spoke, Steve's biological mother was supposed to cal1 him back with some 

information that he had requested, but she failed to cal1 him. Steve just let R be 

and never tried to contact her again. Despite the experienœ with his biological 

mother, he still wanted to try and find his biological fathe. 

Joe - 
Joe is a male adoptee in his early forties. His adoptive mother died prior to 

his search and he had not told his adoptive father about his reunion, even 

though most of his other family members knew of the reunion. He knew that his 

adoptive parents would not approve of the reunion as they had taken steps to 

make sure that it would never happen. When Joe found his adoption decree his 

birth name had been blacked out in dark ink by his adoptive parents. Joe 

eventually hired a forensic expert to decipher the name on the document. He 

then became an amateur detedive sifting through archives and Hendenon 

directories until he found a relative of his birth mother's who was able to put Joe 

and his birth mother in contact with each other. Jw's search took about two 

years and he had only met his birth mother for the first time a couple of months 

M o r e  our conversation. At that point in tirne, he had only had a few meetings 

with his birth mother, who was quite elderiy and was, therefore, not sure where 

the relationship was headed. He was fond of his birth mother, but felt that he did 
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not have a lot in common wiai her due to the large generation gap between 

them. However, he did feel that they would maintain a ftiendship. Regardlest of 

what might happen Mai his birth mother, Joe planned to keep in touch with his 

half-sister. He is naw in the process of trying to find his birth father. 

Tom 

Tom is a male adoptee ni his late twenties. He had a h y s  had an interest in 

searching, but it was his wife who really encouraged him to search due to his 

la& of health history. He had known his full birth name for some time and 

ended up finding his birth mother through an aquaintanœ who had lived in the 

same tom as his bidh rnother and recognized her last name. He discovered 

that he had no full or half biological siblings. He had no desire to find his birth 

father, who tenninated his relaüonship w*tb Tom's birth mother when she got 

pregnant. He had nothing in common with his birth mother who was very quiet 

and suffered h m  depression. After five years of contact, she 1 1 1  had not 

answered al1 of Tom's questions. He did not lmow how she fit into his Me, but 

felt that if he was going to end theit relationship, he should have done it shortly 

after they first met. 

Techniaue 

Grounded Theow Method 

All participants took part in an open-en- intenriew conducteci by rnyself. 

Each interview lasted roughly one to two hours More or after which a more 

informal conversation took plaœ. The intenriews took plaœ in a quiet, private 

setting of the participant's choosing. The interviews were audio tape recorded 

and transferred form the tape to paper as soon as possible after the intenriew. 

The tapes were then destroyed. All names were changed to pseudonyms in 

order to proted the identity and confidentiality of the participant. 
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Oakley (1981) recommends that intendam be conducted in a non- 

hierarchical manner, so that the interviewee feefs comfwtable with the 

interviewer and is not treated as just another statistic or as a 'subject'. The 

interviewer must also be "prepared to invest his or her own personal identity in 

the relationship" (Oakley, 1981, p. 41 ). In other wwds, interviewers should not 

be detached and afraid to invest any of their personal opinions into aie interview 

session if asked for them. However, the interviewer should not try to 'lead' the 

participant into giving certain desired answers or make the participant feel that 

despite the answer they were going to give another one would be preferred by 

the intenhewer. Bogdan and Taylor (as cited in Cowles, 1988) indicate that 

some detachment and objedivity are necessary for the researher to be able to 

use the data for the generation of knowledge. Therefore, in this study 

individuals were informed of their right to ask questions at any time and were 

assured that there are no right or wrong responses to the questions asked. 

The interview were transcribed from the tape to paper as soon as possible 

after the interview. The most paramount ethical obligation that a qualitative 

researcher has is to report the experiences of oaiers exactly as they desmibed 

them even if this may be in opposition to the aims of the researcher (Munhall, 

1988). 1 also made separate memos that descrïbed my interpretation of the 

course of the interview and the information obtained. "ln order not to miss 

anything that may be salient ... the investigator must analyze the first bits of data 

for mes. All seemingly relevant issues must be incorporateci into the next set of 

interviews and observations" (Corbin & Strauss, 1990, p. 6). New data were 

constantly compared to existing data in order to "capture al1 potentially relevant 

aspects of the topic as saon as they [were] perceived (Corbin 8 Strauss, 1990, 

P- 6)- 
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The intewiews were guided by a minimal set of open-ended questions that 

encouraged respondents to speak freely about their expenences, in Uieir own 

language and Rom their own point of view. A few of the questions were 

necessarily closed-8nded in order to establish a direction for subsequent open- 

ended questions (Le. a certain question followed based on a yes or no answer). 

Additional questions were asked to respondents, whidi wem based on previous 

answen they had given. Therefore, each interview was unique, driven by the 

interviewee and therefore, contained questions that were only asked to that 

particular respondent Later, I gave the participants an opportunity to read their 

transcriptions, so that they were able to delete or edit any information prior to 

anal ysis. 

A amputer program called qualpro was utïlized in the organization of my 

data. Qualpro allows one to put the data into blocks with wrresponding line 

numbers. Hence, each answer the participants provided became a separate 

block of data. This aids in Vie ease of coding and makes the transcript easier for 

the participant to edit. For example, they could tell me to delete block number 

four, lines three to eight, ramer than writing out al1 of the lines that they wished 

to delete. Therefore, qualpro was used as an organizaüonal tool rather than an 

analytical tool. 

The standard of publicness applies to the methods, data and conclusions 

of my study. Publicness means that the methods employed in a study must be 

fully describedl evidence must be presented and conclusions must be based 

solidly on the evidenœ provided (Kaber, Codç & Crouch, 1 982). The analysis 

was conduded in the rnanner of a disciplined inquiry. This involved the 

establishment of an audit trail, so that the pracess and produd of the analysis 

can be publicly scrutinized (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
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Ethical Considerations 

The technique of theoretical sampling was used in order to identify 

characteristics of individuals needed for the study. Participants were located by 

self-identification and by way of refemls. People who met the criteria of the 

theoretical sample were saight and added as the study pmgressed. M e r  I 

contacteci these individuals and received their consent for participation in this 

study, the interviews were carried out in a cornfortable, private setting of their 

choice and at Vieir convenience. One cannot possibly expect a participant to 

give informed consent at the beginning of the interview when the participant is 

not privy to the types of questions the interviewer rnay ask, questions which may 

be too sensitive for the participant (Cowles, 1988). Theiefore, the interviews 

took place with the on-going consent of each participant (Cowles, 1988; Munhall, 

1988). This means that the participant's permission was obtained More  each 

new question is asked. Each participant, as part of the ongoing consent 

process, was also informed as to how the research findings may be wed 

(Munhall, 1988). Participants were also constantly reminded of their right to not 

answer any questions that they did not wish to answer. As well, each participant 

was infomed of their right to withdraw at any time. 

Due to the nature of the intenriew, a list of predeterrnined questions that I 

might have asked each participant wuld not be developed in advance. I did not 

enter into this study with any preconceived notions and I did not use any specific 

questions in order to test a theory. The design of the study virtually insured that 

each participant was not asked the exact same set of questions. I did, however, 

ask each participant to share their emence of searohing for and meeting with 

their biological parent(s). Each following question then became pertinent to their 

own specific experience. 
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Oata Analysis 

Data were organized and analyzeâ in keeping mai the grounded theory 

approach. Strauss (as cited in Gaskins 8 Brown, 1992): 

Referred to ggroundbd theory methoûology as a style of doing 
qualitative research that indudes theoretical sampling, constant 
comparisons, and the use of a coding paradigm. The purpose of 
using grounded theory methodokgy is to discover categories and 
properties of a phenornenon which emerge from the subjeds' reports 
and describe these data in detail. The theory Via emerges is 
'grounded' in the subjects' data. (p. 1 12) 

it is noted that the gmunded theory method is most suitable 'Men the 

research problem involves understanding of social psychological processes" 

(Bailey & Khan, 1 993, p. 58). In this study, the adoption reunion experience was 

defmitely a social psychological process that must be understood fmm the 

adopteest point of view. "By starting wiai data from the lived experience of the 

research participants, the researcher an ,  from the beginning, attend to how they 

construct their worlds. That lived experienœ shapes the researchef s approach 

to data collection and analysis" (Channaz, 1990, p. 1 162). 

Codina Proœss 

Each transcribed interview was coded in order to categorire and sort the 

data. Coding is important as leads, ideas, and issues are defined in the data. 

One should look for what is emphasized by the informant as well as what is 

lacking or "glossed over" by the informant (Channaz, 1983). As one proceeds, 

new codes are constantly being cornpareâ to the rest of the interview and to 

other interviews in order to discover similarities, trends, or difFerenœs. This 

constant cornparison then leads to the dustefing of similar codes that pertain to 
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the same phenomenon, which can then be grouped to fotm categories (Corbin & 

Strauss, 1 990). 

Focused coding is the second, more conceptual phase of the data in which 

the researcher takes the developed codes and applies them to larger amounts of 

data. This phase is more conceptual as the sorthg of data is heightened to an 

analytic level as opposed to simple surnrnarization. 'The purpose of fmsed 

coding is to build and clarify a category by examining al1 the data it covers and 

variations from it" (Channaz, 1983, p. 1 17). Sub-categories may also be 

developed to account for al1 of the material (Channaz, 1983). 

Memos are written to put al1 of the questions and ideas that develop during 

coding into an analytic context For example, in the beginning stages of this 

study most of my memos consisted of questions I had after the first few 

interviews. One of the memos said, 'Wus far, the adoptees have had a positive 

reunion their biological mothers. What is it like to have a negative 

outcorne? I should look for an adoptee who did not have a successful reunion." 

Another memo said, 'Wese adoptees were al1 on a registry. I wonder if anyone 

makes contact with their birth parents through the post-adoption registry? Does 

this eliminate the seardi process? Memos aid in raising the code to a category 

which can then be treated analytically. Memos are then sorted and used to help 

distinguish categories from each other (Charmat, 1 983). 

The categories are studied in tems of how they are nlated or 

interconnected. One, then tries to disœm how these Iinkages explain the 

phenomenon under study. "Gmnded theorists aim to create categories from 

the data and Vien analyze relationships between key categorïes" (Chamiaz, 

1 990, p. 1 162). This leads to the development of a theory which is solidly 

grounded in the data. 
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It is noteuwrthy that because grounded Vieorists believe strongly in studying 

proœss, they realize their theories are not M e n  in stone, nor 'Wozen in time." 

Analyses fiom grounded theory can be adapted to changing conditions and 

provide an abundant source of conceptual, explanatory and predictive 

cornparisons for Mure researchers (Chamaz, 1990). It is important, however, 

to note that ''theory based on data can usually not be completely r8hited by more 

data or replaced by anoaier theory. Since theory is too intimately Iinked to data, 

it is destined to last despite its inevitable modification and r8forrnulation" (Glaser 

8 Strauss, 1967, p. 4). Henœ, due to the lack of adoption studies and the 

abundance of 'holes" in existing research, it was my hope that my study would 

not only answer my questions and generate theory, but that it would also be 

used as a stepping stone for further research and as encouragement for other 

researchers to delve into previously unstudied areas in the adoption sphere. 

Findings 

Motivation to Search 

All of the adoptees in this study, except Jessica, were in possession of their 

birth mother's maiden name, which made it easier for them to search for her first. 

They all, regardless of sex, wanted to meet their birth mothers. Only two 

adoptws susequently met their birth fathers (Jim met both of his biological 

parents at the same time), two participants, Mer meeting their birth mothers, 

wanted to meet their birth fathers (or in Jessica's case, make contact with his 

family) and the rest were not interested in meeting their birth fathers. 

There are a wide range of reasons that compel an adoptee to search for 

his/her birth parents. The majority of the adoptees in this study were initially 

motivated by the 'unknown factor'. They ranged from having a curiosity about 

their biological history to being consumed and driven by the absolute need to fiil 
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in their biological blanks. For Jim, the motivation to search was solely based on 

curiosity. His case is unique in the sense that his adoptive status was not 

revealed to him until he was twenty-six yean old. Once this status was 

discovered he embarked on a search to MI in the blanks of his biological history. 

He stated: 

I'rn a very mious person, so the minute I found out that there was 
somebody else there or was supposed to be somebody else there or 
possibly somebody else there ... l just felt that I had to find out what 
they were al1 about and to see if. ..and see what parts of my intellect 
are from them and what parts are frorn mom and dad from raising me. 
(1 7, 90-96) 

For the rest of the adoptees, all of whom knew of their adoptive status quite 

early in Iife, the motivation to search was essentially the same. Ashley always 

wanted to search for her biological parents and indicated that, "ever since I can 

remember I always wanted to find out H o  they wre"  (3, 9-1 1). Ashley, like Jim, 

also wanted to fiII in the blanks, to have her questions answered by her birth 

mother. Jeff and Tom were also motivated by curiosity and the desire for 

medical information. When Jeff was asked about why he wanted to search for 

his biological mother he replied: 

.... there were some medical issues I wanted to find out about. Just 
airiosity. I was thinking that al1 my life I've loaked in a mirror and 
wondered where does this face come from, where do I get my hairline 
from, where do I get my nose from? I just wanted to know. (9,3439) 

Tom desaibed his motivation as, " a want to know, but not a need to know" (7, 

45). He was also motivated by hie wife, who thought that gathering some 

medical history would be of benefit Joe, on the other hand, had to search. Joe 

stated, "something told me I had to do it8' (29, 396) ... l was stnrggling with my 
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identity and always knew that I had this waiting for me. I just had to start the 

process rolling" (31,4û6408). Joe was also motivated by the fad that his wife, 

an adoptee herself, had been reunited with her birth mother, whom she had 

forrnerly known as her aunt It is not unwmmon for a significant other to be a 

motivating factor in the decision to search (March, 1995). 

Jessica had always wanted to embark on a search for her biological parents, 

but found that the desire to do so was heightened when she was about to 

becorne a mother for the first time. The fact that she did not have any medical 

history greatly bothered her at this important time in her Me. Patrick was on a 

quest to fiIl in the blanks of his biological history and his search was a means of 

restoring some contml into his life. He emphatically stated that, 'Ma t  was very 

much in my consciousness was I wanted an ability to control this investigation, 

control being very important" (1 1, 103-1 05). Patn'ck felt that his adoptive mother 

was embarrassed that he was adopted and wanted to keep it a secret from the 

public. Her attempts to keep Patrick from ever finding out about his history are 

illustrated by the fact that she bumed all of his adoption papers (except for a 

little corner of paper that containeci his biological sumame). Patrick suggested 

that his desire to search "stems from fantasizing that you weren't the bastard, 

that you were just as good as any other Smiths or anybody else" (1 1, 1 1 1-1 14). 

He felt somewhat different and undentalued because he was W a biological 

member of his adoptive family. Hence, he had a need to validate himseif by 

finding someone who shared his biological traits and qualities and to exert some 

wntrol over his own destiny and flght to the tnNi by seardiing for his biological 

mother. 

On the far end of the continuum was Steve, who felt that his adoptive status 

made him different from those who grew up with their biological parents. Steve's 

adoptive status made him feel incomplete to the point that he had suffered from 
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various addictions and was chmnically depressed. He did not blame his 

adoptive status, alone, for his depression. Rather, it was a wmbination of 

factors that were heightened by the fact that he was aâopted. He felt that finding 

his biological parents would tesolve same of his pmblems and round out his 

idenlit.. Steve stated: 

I suffer ffom ChKMic depression and I don7 neœssarily blame it on 
any one thing, ifs just a fad. I got treatrnent for it and it sort of came 
out that, you know, perhaps the fact the adoption experience had 
occurred maybe would be an idea to resolve it in some way, at least 
to corne to ternis wth i t  (7, 3643) 

Henœ, the adoptees in this study had some similar motivations for searching 

for their biological parents. but they also had their own unique experienœs 

based upon their own life histories that propelled them to search. It is probably 

safe to Say that, given each adoptee's experience, curiosity about one's 

biological roots is a driving factor in the motivation to search. Mardi (1995) 

interviewed sixty adult adoptees and found that aie decision to search may 

manifest itself at any given time in an adoptee's life. The adoptees in this study 

al1 searched at various stages of their lives and did not neœssarily experience 

the crises that Trisel iotis (1 973) thought would motivate them to search (i.e. 

separation, divorce, breakups, adolescence, middle age). He thought that 

these produced self examining tendencies that would motivate adoptees 

to search for their roots. The adoptees in this study had al1 wondered about 

their biological history for a long time More  any of theses crises could 

contribute to further curiosity. 

Reflections on the search 
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The type of search experienced by the adoptees ranged from a short, 

passive, registry assisted sucœssful search, to a long, drawn out, years long 

search that possessed a great amount of drivenness. Jeff and Jim went through 

the type of search that one can assume is dreamed about by many adoptees 

because it involved so little effort They boai put their names on the Post- 

Adoption Registry and found out that their biological mother and biological 

parents, respectively, were also on the same Iist waiting to hear from them. In 

the case of this registry, a biological parent and child must be registered More 

a match behnreen them is made by Child and Family Services. If a biological 

parent is registered, they must wait until the adoptee registers before a match 

can be made. However, if an adoptee is registered and the biological parents 

are not, Child and Family Services @Il initiate a search (for a fee), on behal or 

the adoptee, for the biological parent@) andlot siblings. The catch is the waiting 

period for this type of service; roughly seven years. In the case of Jeff and Jim, 

the match was made M i n  about a two month period, which was not bad for Jim 

who only discovered his adoptive status three rnonths before making contact 

with his biological parents. 

I refer to the registry assisted search as a passive search because compared 

to the other adoptees, there is not as much effort required to pay a thirty-five 

dollar registry fee and wait a short time to disaiver that one's biological parents 

are also on the registry, as there is to a embark on a months to years long 

private investigative type search. 

Tom's search was aided by word of mouth as was Ashley's. Tom went to 

Child and F amily Services in the small town he then resided in and put his name 

on the Post-Adapüon Registry. He discovered that one of his co-workers knew 

of his biological family who were from a nearby small town where she once lived. 

With the information from his co-worker, it took Tom little time to locate his birth 
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rnother. Ashley also went through the registry proœss and decided to join an 

adoption search group to aid in her search. A member of her search group and 

her friend recognized both of Ashley's biobgical parents' names as people they 

had grown up with and cantaded both of them on Ashley's behalf. The 

differenœ between Tom's seardi and Ashley's search was the. Ashley spent a 

lot of time. about a year, followi*ng up on false leads before she joined a search 

group where she met the two wornen who b e w  her biological parents. 

Jessica's search took much longer than those of the aforementioned 

adoptees. She began her search seventeen years before actually meeting her 

birth mother. When she began her search there was no such thing as a post- 

adoption registry. She went to Child and Family Services and obtained what 

little infomation she cwld and then hired a lawyer to aid in her search. 

However, the laver was of little help in providing her with any additional 

infomation. Finally, in 1993. she was able to get ont0 the post-adoption registry 

list in the province in which she was bom and Child and Family Services found 

her birth mother a short time later. if she had been on the adoption registry in 

Manitoba where one has to wait seven years or more for a search to be 

irnplemented, Jessica would likely still be waiting. Jessica was the only adoptee 

who was not in possession of her biological sumame, which may have made her 

search more difficult. 

Patrick was also on a regiWy and like Jessica, had to do the search hirnseîf. 

This involved six years of searching in which he joined a search group, hired a 

private investigator and collected information h8 kept in a binder that was more 

than an inch thidc Through al1 of this combineci effort he finally found his birth 

mother who lived halnnray across the country from him. He then staked out her 

apartment and rehearsed the speech he was going to recite to her many times 

before he aciually went to her apartment and made contact with his birVi mother. 
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Steve put his name on the postadoption registry and joined a search group. 

A member of this group was very instrumental in giving Steve the help and 

guidance he needed to initiate and to carry out his search. Steve became his 

own private investigator spending many hours pouring over old Henderson 

Directories, yearbooks and public archives until he was sure that he had found 

his birth mother. 

Joe also joined a search group and entered his neme on the postadoption 

registry. Like Steve, Joe receivd a lot of assistanœ frorn his group regarding 

how to search. He spent two years searching for his birth mother, six months of 

which it twk to find a partiwlar forensic expert who could decipher his birth 

name, which had been crossed out in heavy ink on his adoption decree. He 

spent many hours pouring through Henderson Directories and at the library 

tracing his family name. He had a few false leads regarding the hetitage of his 

birth name that threw him off of the rigM track for a period of time. Finally, he 

figured it out and made contact with his half-brother's exinife (the only one he 

was able to traœ through the Henderson Directory), who led him to his birth 

mother. 

Hence, al1 of the adoptees in this study had one thing in common; al1 of their 

names were on the post-adoption registry list. Tom, Jim and Jeff found their 

birth mothers quite quiddy as a result of the list and in Tom's case, word of 

mouth. These adoptees embarked on a passive search rather than an 

aggressive search and did not have to wait very long before their reunions tooù 

place. Jeff felt that adoptees shouM not go any further in their search than 

putting their name on the registry because he felt that if a biological parent truly 

wanted to meet their biological M d ,  they would also be on the registry. Tom, 

like Jeff, was willing to cease his search process mer he discovered that his 

birth mother was not on the post-adoption registry. Eventually, of course, he met 
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his birth mother through word of mouih. It is diffiwlt to Say whether or not Jeff or 

Tom would have taken an aggressive, pnvate investigative approach if they had 

not found their birth mothers so easily. 

The rest of the adopte- in this study took a more aggressive approach to 

their search by hiring private investigators or becoming one themselves and 

spending hours pouring #mugh Henderson diredories and follawing up on 

possible leads. Joe became addided to the highs and lows of the search 

process. He is likely at the most extreme end of aie search process wherein one 

becomes consumed with and almost controlled by the search itself. For 

example, Joe stated: 

....y ou8re on a high, like it's just very addicting and it just seems to 
be ...y ou want to get more information, you just have to get more 
information and you have to search. It's a never ending pulling. 
Sometimes you walk away and you feel totally defeated because you 
haven't corne across anything. It8s just a dead end, it's a road block 
and you just kind of go away just totally drained and exhausted. 
Mentally exhausted because you spent hours or days and you've 
corne up with nothing. So, you go through a lot of ups and downs; a 
lot of highs and lm. (37,426438) 

Ashley also f e l  the frustration of searching and said: 

I went on for about a year searching and couldn't corne up with 
anything. Every tirne I got close or I thought I was getting dose, it 
was just like, oh, no, 18m back to where I started. So, Christmas came 
and I decided that was it. I was going to pack it up and put it aside 
and I wasn't going to search anyrnore. I was maybe just going to 
leave it and see what happened. My name is in the registry. (1 3, 
1 50-1 59) 

She joined a search group a short time Iater and that was where she met a 

woman mmed Grace who was ftiends with both her birth mother and father (and 
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had a friend that knew where she might find her birth father) and helped her find 

them. Ashley said, "It was just like, oh, what a weight, oh my God. I just couldn't 

believe it was happening" (1 3, 18û-190). Without Graœ, Ashley would still be 

on the registry waiting for Child and Family Services to search for her biological 

parents. In fa& al1 of the adoptees who had their names on the postadoption 

registry found their birth mothers, either by a positive match or by arduous 

searching, before Child and Farnily Services could get around to searching for 

them. Ironically, even though they have found they birth mothers (and in one 

case the birth father) their names are still on the list S o m  have left their names 

there in hopes of finding their birth fathers, Mi le  others have not bothered to let 

Child and family Services know of their reunion. 

The Reunion 

The fi& meeting 

Each reunion, had one thing in common; they were laden with emotion. 

Jessica described her reunion: ''the door opened and we stood face to face and 

then a great big hug and started to talk like we had known each other al1 our 

lives". (89, 825-827). She spent almost four hours with her biological mother on 

their first meeting. Jessica describeci herser as just 'floating' after her first 

meeting with her biological rnother. She said: 

I think I was sort of floating because it was such a positive meeting. 
There was a lot of genuine warmth and we clicked right away. We 
have the same interests, which I found wonderful. There were a lot of 
similarities in wr hatader, more than I would say, perhaps, maybe 
physically. I was really floating. I thought, wonderhrl, now I can relate 
to somebody who wu ld  understand me because her interests, her 
philosophy of life is very similar to mine, whereas my adoptive mother 
and I think very differently. (99, 91 5-925) 
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Jeff, in a sense, also had mat floating feeling, but he deswibed it as like 

being a the top of a roller coaster. As he was driving to the airport to meet his 

biological mother he was wondering what she was like, if he would like her, if he 

would know what to say. He describecl the fnst meeting as very emotional for 

both him and his biological mother. He said: 

... she looks a lot Iike me and when I met her at the airport we both just 
stood there looking at each other dumbfounded. It was such a weird 
feeling. It was the fimt tirne in my life that I was able to look at 
somebody, touch somebody who made me who I am. (33,165-1 70) 

The rest of the first meeting was almost a blur for Jeff. He reported: 

We both started blubbering. Cs hard to vocalize. I remember 
images and feelings associated with it, but I don't remember 
speafcally. I know we went out for dinner. We talked for hours on 
end about everything. It was like meeting your best ftiend for the first 
time in your life. A rapport developed .. 3 s  hard to vacalire. (35, 177- 
1 82) 

He felt as though the roller coaster had come down after the first meeting giving 

way to a smooth ride for he and his biological mother. 

Ashley describeci her reunion as "very emotional. I cried a lot and she was 

very emotional and it wasn't, I don't think, the greatest reunion as far as 

conversation went because I just couldn't believe I was sitting across from her 

and I was just trying to take it al1 in" (1 5,229-234). Ashley's first reunion with her 

birth father took place on the phone. Her reunion with her birai mother, in the 

end. had not gone well, so she was totally shocked that her birth father had 

initiated contact with and had been so ecstatic about the prospect of having her 

in his life. Ashley said, 'hm talked for about four hours and he was just... he was 

ecstatic. He was just like, blomi away, which really threw me for a bop because 
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I didn't exped it. I really didn't f was in total shodc I wasn't prepared for the 

reception I was getting" (27,443447). 

In contrast, Tom descn'bed his birth mother as k i n g  more emotional than ha 

was during their first meeting. He found his birth mother to be very quiet and 

difficult to talk to and found that they just did not click with each 0 t h ~ .  What he 

discovered was a mentally i f 1  birth mother who was nothing Iike himself. He had 

a diffiwlt time in getting her to answer any questions about his history. Five 

years later, he still found communicating with her to be a difficult task 

Steve also found his birth mother âiicult to talk to upon their fint meeting 

and every subsequent meeting. Rather than being a quiet person like Tom's 

birth mother, Steve's birth mother was just very evasive. They first made contact 

over the phone and she seemed excited about meeting Steve, but when they 

met in person it was only for a half an hour and she made sure that it was in a 

public settïng. This was safe ground for her because she did not wish to talk 

about the past at all. She slanted the conversation toward Steve so that she 

could find out about his life, but avoided talking about her own past and 

answering any of Steve's identity seeking questions. 

Jim met both of his biological parents, who were mamed, at the same time. 

He said, "l've never been that nervous in my entire life. I've never been that 

shaky. It was not emotional, maybe because my emotions kind of shut dom for 

a period of time just to make it easier to deal with, but it was quite interesting, 

really unusual" (45. 347-352). The meeting todc place at the Child and Family 

Services office, but after Jim and his birth parents got cornfortable with each 

other, he went back to their place for dinner and met his biological brothen that 

evening . 
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Joe desdbed his first meeting with his rnother as 'good'. They sat and 

talked and shared their life stories with each other for about four hours. He 

described the experience as interesthg rather than emotional. 

Patfick!s initial meeting with his biological rnother happened when he and his 

wife made a surprise descent on her aparbnent and caught her completely M 

guard. They had a short emotional meeting full of hugs and tears, as his birth 

mother had prior plans to meet a friend for lunch. Sol they made plans to get 

together for dinner later that evening. After this short meeting Patrick told me 

that he and his wife: 

... went for sorne long walks on beaches and we went for a drive and 
hat of me was really down and deflated and drami domi and woozy 
and a lot of the angst and anxiety and just this tension was gone and 
a lot of it was the other half of me, was extremely anxious to get on 
with dinner, to meet and s l  down and talk because mis was going to 
be ... l had lots of questions. I wanted to fiIl in the blanks. (49, 516- 
523) 

Hence, for Patrick, the meeting was emotional, but his anxiety would not 

disappear until he had filled in the blanks. 
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Fi& mnfad 

Each adoptee had some prior contad with #eir birth mothwlfather befoie 

they adually came face to face, either by way of a letter or a phone call. Patrick, 

Jessica. Jim and Jeff al1 amesponded with theif biological mothers by lettef 

before the actual reunion took place. Ashley, on the other hand, spoke to both 

of her biological parents on the phone More  meeting them. Her phone reunion 

with her birth father lasted about four hours as he lived h a M y  amss Canada. 

Jeff and his birth mother had their letters handled through Child and Family 

SeMces until she decided that she was going to phone him. JefPs birth mother, 

like Ashley's birth father, lived several thousand kilometres away and came to 

meet him a short time later. 

Steve had someone from his search gmup make the first contact with his 

birth mooier as the member thought that that appmach might be less of a shock 

for his birth mother. He said, 'mat way, you know, if it doesn't go well the first 

time, t here8s always the Mure opportunity" (1 7, 1 32-1 33). Unfortunatel y, his 

birth mother did deny her status at first, but later she called Steve and admitted 

the tnrth. Steve stressed that he would "never forget that day. It was an evening 

at home, it was quiet and WB just talked, both of us really rambling" (21, 164- 

166). He found out that his mother had lived through a life of suffering and pain 

and had never told anyone that she had relinquished a child. Steve, in tum, told 

her of the sadness in his own life. Afterward he was ecstatic about his first 

contact with her, but the feeling was not to last 

Joe's situation was slightly different He decided to phone the only biological 

relative that he was able to track domi through the Henderson Directories. He 

made first contact with his biological half-brother's ex-Me by saying that he was 

some sort of distant relative, rather than indicating his tnie identity. Eventually, 

he told this person who he was and she arranged for him to meet his biological 
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mother. Tom had somewhat of a similar experience. He made contact, by 

phone, with his biological mothets sister and she set up a meeting for him and 

his birVi mother. Therefore, Joe and Tom did not have any phone or wWfltten 

correspondence with their biological mothem prior to their first meeting. 

After a Child and Family SeMces social worker made the initial contact with 

Jessica's birth mother, Jessica took the initiative of miting a letter to her birth 

mother. In the letter, Jessica introduced herseIf and provided her birth mother 

with a history of her Iife through the use of pichires beginning when she was a 

child until she was forty-eight She used the pidures to illustrate the events of 

her Iife and to introduce variow family rnembers to her biological mother. She 

felt it was important to not upset her birai mother and therefore, did not include 

pictures of her adoptive parents. She then received a similar picture 

documentary letter from her birth mother. Jessica was full of tears aAer reading 

the letter, but was relieved to find out that aie reason she was given up for 

adoption was not so different from M a t  she had made hersetf believe (that her 

birth mother was young and had no support, no choice). Through the pictures 

she was able to sqe where she and her son inherited their looks and was very 

excited to have another piece of the biological puale solved. The social woker 

was used as an intemiediary for these letters as neither Jessica, nor her birth 

mother knew each other's last names or addresses at that point in time. After 

several letters they felt cornfortable enough with each other and did not need the 

social worker anymore. 

Patrick's situation was slightly different in that he did not have an 

intermediary. He wrote the first letter to his birth mother explaining who he was 

and waited for her reply. At first hb mother was shocked ta receive a letter from 

him becawe she assumed that those types of situations were usually handled 

by social worken. She did not immediately admit that she was Patrick's birth 
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mother and requested that he send her evidence confiming that fa& lnstead of 

providing her with proof through the mail, Patrick showed up on her doorstep two 

weeks later. 

Jim wanted to write a letter to his birai mooier after they were matched 

through the post-adoption registry, but found himseif hesitant as he had no idea 

what to Say as he did not expect to find her so quickiy. He said: 

I thought that it was going to take some time, so I didn't really know 
what to Say or how to Say it or what I ended up getting a letter from 
her first, which was good. It helped me have a Iittle bit of an idea of 
what kind of questions I should be asking and she already asked a 
whole bunch of questions, so it gave me something to answer and 
something to talk about at fint and then of couse I had a bunch of 
questions for her. (33,226233) 

They wrote a few more letters to each other and then set up a meeting at the 

Child and Family Services office to have a face to face reunion. 

The above clearly shows that al1 of the adoptees. with the exception of 

Patrick, exercised some caution More  meeting their biological mothers. Written 

correspondence was transferred from biological parent to child and vice versa, 

through a Child and Family Services office until the biological parent and child 

were cornfortable enough to exchange full names and addresses. Other 

adoptees like Ashley, Tom and Joe, got other people who knew aieir bitth 

parents to make contact with them over the phone in order to assess biological 

parent's responsiveness and set up a possible reunion meeting. 

Post-Reunion 

One of the objectives of this shidy was to find out what transpires after the 

reunion takes place. None of the adoptees in this study eleded to never see 
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their biological parents again after the first meeting and vice-versa. However, it 

is safe to say that, as time progressed, although not all of the reunions were 

successful some of the reunions have produœd strong relationships between 

the adoptees and their biological parents. After the first meeting with her 

mother, Jessica describecl herser as k i n g  very settled. She reported, "it had 

been, oh, probably months of sitting on the edge, a mixture of emotions and it 

was a pleasure to have it work out so well, a mal pleasure because it could have 

been just the opposite too" (107,964-968). Jessica desaibed her birth mother 

as being much more open in person than she was in her letters. She went on to 

I got to know fnmi that meeting a lot more about the details leading 
up to rny natural mother and father's parting of the ways. Things she 
would never have written in a letter, very personal things and we 
continued on with letter writing and sending pidures, that sort of thing 
and occasional phone calls and of course, you know, the Christmas 
things and in July of this year I chose to go back again and so, I had a 
second meeting and it wasn8t as sucœssful. (1 1 1,1002-1 01 1 ) 

The reason why the meeting was not as successful is cornmon to some of the 

other adoptees in this study. It is either a case of the adoptee wondering where 

or how this biological parent fits into their lire or vice versa. 

However, Jessica seemed to be malistic in preparing for some change as 

time went by. She noted that: 

...p eople are not consistently the sarne. They are evolving 
emotionally and working through things because once you open a can 
of worms, you're not going to stay there in bliss. There are things to 
work on there. There, uh, are certain uncertainties, fear of what does 
she think of me. The initial meeting is mxiderful and great and you 
know in your heart that person loves you and you love them, but I 
found that she became very insecure Mer awhile, very insewre 
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about her position in my life and I guess she had to review a number 
of things and work through a lot of very p a i f i l  things in her life at the 
age of seventy-three, which wasn't easy. (1 1 3, 101 5-1 029) 

Jessica desaibed her birth mother as feeling somewhat guilty for gïving her 

up for adoption, perhaps wondering if she had done the right thing. After that 

particular meeting Jessica felt fnistrated because she felt as though her mother 

was stuck in the pest, unable to move fomard. Jessica statd her position 

clearly when she said, 

I will not stay there. You know what I mean? I won't moum for the 
years that weren't because today is today and tomorow is tomorow 
and let's be really thankful that we had the chance to reunite, get to 
know about one another, touch on thîngs that for a long time were on 
our minds, but let's use today and onward as a base for developing a 
great fn'endship because I don't need another mother. (1 13, 1071 - 
1079) 

All of the adoptees in this study wwld agree with Jessica in that sense. All 

of them were adamant at who their real mothers were; their adoptive mothen. 

She described it best by saying, 'my mother was the woman that raised me and 

looked after me and did everything for me ..." (1 15, 1104-1 106). 

Due to the fact that Jessica's birth mother lived several thousand kilometres 

away, it was more than a year between their first and second meeting. During 

that time, Jessica felt that her birth mother had a lot of processing to do and she 

also had to infonn some of Jessica's biological siblings that Jessica existed. 

Jessica had experienced so much seaecy al1 of her life with her parents hiding 

from their friends and associates, the fad that she was adopted, that she did not 

want to be a secret to anyone else. She described that feeling when she said, 

... a reunion means that 1 do not go in the badc door. if I'm not 
welcome in the front door, 1 don't see any reason for the reunion. In 
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other words, I won? cany on Vie secret I don? mind getting toudr 
and writing a letter, but I muldn't see it as a long terni relationship, if I 
have to corne ttirough the back door. (127,11834 189) 

She decided she would let it be for awhile and maybe visit her again the 

following year. 

Like Jessica, Steve and Ashley did not see any benefit in contiming a 'back 

doof relationship with their biological mothers. Steve did not have a successful 

reunion with his birth mother. They did not really ever develop a relationship 

and were not in contact at the the of o u  interview. Steve had felt incomplete 

his whole life because he was adopted and felt he was rejected at birth, which 

might have, in part, led to hie chronic depression. He was hoping that finding his 

birth mother would restore some sense of completeness. He said: 

... it was a search for my ide* and part of that was finding the 
rnissing parts and to sort of round out what was then and hopefully, in 
an ideal sœnario would have been to have discovered an extended 
family. That would have been something that I was prepared to wait 
for, you know, until people were ready. (27, 242-248) 

He felt a certain amount of regret in having searched for hb birth mother 

because the experienœ of meeting her did not add anything positive to his Me. 

If anything, it made it wome. 

Steve's birth mother always insisted on meeting him in public places, so that, 

perhaps, she could keep the conversation away from an intimate level. She was 

not of much assistance in answering Steve's questions and tned to keep the 

focus on Steve instead of herseif. He said: 

... she was very retiœnt of about talking about any of th8 past and 
didn't want to. She had tried to put it in the past where she figures it 
belongs and uncovering any of this is very painful for her and [she] 
wanted to avoid it, except for trying to give me some sort of peace of 
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mind, but didn't want to examine her emotional state. Cs like she's 
sealed that off to herseIf many yean ago and had gotten on with her 
Me. m a t  was just dandy for her, but it didn't do me any good. Part of 
the whole search for me was finding out her perspective and how it 
has affeded her. (25,226-237) 

Steve found liftle in common with his birth mother and found that this was 

heightened by the fact that she was almost two generations older than he. She 

insisted that Steve keep their relationship a secret, as she had not and did not, 

plan to tell anyone of his existence. He lamented that: 

... she never wanted me to have any contact with her personal life. 
So, I'd sit there wondering if she would ever phone. It was never any 
real relief from the pain because the big IR' word, rejection, the 
second round of abandonment thing kept hovenng over me, thinking it 
could corne, it could come at any time and I didn't want to have to go 
through that again. (29,263-270) 

Steve wanted to search for his birth father too, but his birth mother refused to 

give him any information. Steve, feeling that he needed to have some sense of 

being accepted by a biological family member, pleaded with his birth mother just 

to give him his birth father's last name, so that he could condud the search 

himself. She said that she would see what she could do. He has not heard from 

her since and is not going to take any further steps to keep any contact alive. 

Like Steve, Ashley, by her own initiative, no longer has any contact with her 

biological mother. Ashley's biological mother's husband was not in favour of any 

type of relationship between Ashley and her biological mother. This made things 

difficult for Ashley, who did not want to come between her biological mother and 

her husband, nor did she want to have to meet her biological mother secretly. 

Her biological mother had never told her own children (one of which was a haF 

sibling of Ashley's; the other was adopted) of Ashley's existence and asked 
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Ashley for some time to figure out a way to tell them. She kept telling Ashley 

that she was gohg to tell her children, but somehow never seemed to get around 

to it. Ashley said: 

The way the relationship was going she would Say well, phone me, 
phone me and I didn't feel cornfortable as it was phoning her at home 
and it was always a one way relationship. So, I thou~ht maybe it 
would be better if it was Ieft alomt. Sol I wmte her a letter, a long 
letter, saying Via I was very disappointed that she didn't tell her kids 
and how I felt and that maybe someday she will and that she knaws 
where I am and I know where she is and if I was to move or anything 
like that I would let her know and l anything happened in my life, I 
would let her know and we left it at that. I never heard back from her. 
(1 9, 367-381 ) 

Their relationship lasted about a year and it has been a year since Ashley last 

had contact with her biological mother. She said, "1 met her. That's what I 

wanted. 1 t wasn't. . .my biggest fear was rejedion. I didn't get that, so anything 

else after that was a bonus type of thing. So, I met her and it was great. It just 

wasn't meant to be any further than thatl' (25,398403). 

After this experience Ashley was not prepared for the welcome reception she 

reœived from her birth fathet when he made the first contact with her by phoning 

her out of the blue one night . She said: 

I was in total shock. I wasn't prepared for the reception I was 
getting. I think the birth father is a h y s  just kind of an afterthought. 
He's just kind of thromi in with the birth mother, unfortunately. I think 
differently now, now that I've met him and the relationship that we 
have. We have a wondemil relationship. Cs great. (27,446453) 

Both reunions have brought a sense of completeness to Ashley's Me. She said, 

"1 don7 feel adopted anymore. I know exactly where I came from. I know al1 my 
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background. I know everything I need to knw. I feel really complete" (45,609- 

612). 

The person who could relate to Ashley's sense of completeness the most, 

was quite likely to be Jim. Wthin three months after discovering that he was an 

adoptee, Child and Family Services located his birth parents, who had adually 

mamed each other and had two more sons. Jim's situation was unique because 

he has a full biological family that has remained intact. It is, perhaps, one thing 

to wonder about your biological roots al1 of your Iife, but is completely another 

thing to wonder about them only for three months and then meet both of your 

biological parents. It does not seem like the dynamics are quite the same in 

Jim's case. He noted: 

... the rnost positive part has been finding out that there is a whole 
second family, that they have k e n  concemed about me. I think one 
of the main things is just the relationship that I've established, re- 
established, with [my adoptive] mom and dad; much more adult, much 
more open and very honest and that's something that because thete's 
no hidden, hidden little secrets anyrnore from any side. Ifs gone a 
great deal to having a much more honest relationship with them. (87, 
889-898) 

Jim shared a great relationship with his biological family as they have 

welcomed him with open anns. Fumer, his adoptive and biological parents got 

along well with each 0 t h  and sometimes got together without him. Jirn said, 

"my life has been veiy d m  and very much at ease since this whole thing has 

gone through. I'm feeling very cornfortable with pretty well everything, very 

relaxeci, happy.. . l don't have any unanswered questbns about things really 

anymore" (73, 770-774). 

For Patrick, the post-reunion sœnario has involved some confusion. He 

went to great lengths to find his birth mother, but was not sure how she fds into 
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his Iife, if she does a all. He has somewhat distanced himself from both his 

adoptive mother and his biological mother sinœ the reunion took place. 

Referring to his biological rnother, Patrick said: 

... we professeci ouf love to each other the fimt time we met and I 
would move to the island and stuff and then reality sunk in and she 
ha+ family obligations and a written narrative history that doesn't 
include me and I have the same and if nothing else the kids have a 
narrative were Mary doesn't fit in and to change things would be so 
disnrptive. (63, 801 -807) 

He was adamant that he already had one mother and did not need another and 

was in fear of feeling obligatd to his biological mother. 

The icing on the cake, for Patrick, seemed to be making contact with the only 

people in this world who look like him, his biological family, and the experience 

of being able to be physically dose to these people. He is more content with 

himself as a result of the reunion. Patrick had resolved to restore cantrol to his 

life and meeting his biological family was his crowning glory. He explained that 

when people are bom, they knan who their biological parents are and where 

they carne from, but adoptees are not afforded the same Iuxury. Adoptees have 

lost control in the sense that they are not privy to this information. 

Guilt was definitely part of the reunion and post-reunion process for Patrick. 

He felt guilt toward his adoptive mooier for ever having searched for his 

biological mother and his biological mother feH guilty for giving him up. He 

concluded that his reunion was sucœsshl because he wes able to hug and to 

get to know his biological family. His future with his biological mother was up in 

the air due to the fact that the airfare to visR her is expensive and he still had 

other debts. 
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Tom post-reunion situation was not very different fmm Patrick's. in the sense 

that, like Patrick, he had no idea how to fit his biological mother into his Me. 

Tom discovered that he and his biological mother came from different wrlds 

and had absolutely nothing in common. His mother suffers from chronic 

depression, is divorced and on weifare, whereas Tom was quite stable and was 

raised by two educated parents who pmvided well for him. He felt that he would 

not be the same person today if he had been reared by his biological mother. 

He stated, "the only real thing we have is that she gave birth to me and that's it. 

There's no other similarity, that's it. We're totally different. I totally believe that 

environment molds you behaviout. .." (39,435439). 

He was very disappointed in his biological mother's inability to communicate 

with him in the fashion that he would have liked. His biological mother was a 

very quiet person and dKI make every effort to answer Tom's questions, but only 

to the bare minimum, rneaning that she offered no additional information. Tom 

thought it was very strange that she did not even ask him any questions about 

himself; things like where he grew up, what schools he went to, M a t  his iife has 

been like, etc.. They have been in contact now for about five years and have 

communicated mostly by telephone (they do not live in the same city) about four 

times a year. He had no idea what his obligation to his biological mother was, 

but felt that he might have one. His fear was that if she ever lost her mother, 

who she was dependent upon, she may tum to Tom for financial support and he 

was not sure how to handle that situation, as he had his own family and personal 

responsibilities. When asked about what the reunion has brought to his life, 

Tom responded: 

. . .probably more confusion, more things to deal mth in Ife than 
probably I was ready for, but have to deal with, just work it out as best 
I cm, probably just more confusion. In retrosped, it probably wasn't 
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the best decision, but you don't know until you proceed with it ... (55, 
563-568) 

He went on to lament the fact that he never did receive any medical history ftom 

his biological mother, which was one of the driving forces behind his motivation 

to search. Tom admitted that he pmbably wuld have received that information 

from his biological aunt, without ever having to meet his biological mother. This 

is tnie of most of the adoptees in the study as everyone communicated with their 

biological parents by phone or by letter, prior to meeting them. It is safe to Say 

that none of them would have been satisfied with that amount of limited contact. 

They had to mwt them, as Jessica would Say, 'in the flesh' because a reunion is 

so much more p e m a l  and emotional than a letter, pidure or phone call. 

Jessica felt that people are more spontaneous in person and that you could not 

acquire a truc sense of one's personality until you meet thern. 

Patrick and Steve were motivated to search by the need to validate 

themselves as people. Meeting th& biological parents proved to them that they 

do exist, they came ftom somewhere, they have a history and they have met one 

of the only people in the world who look like them. 

Parental concems 

There was, in the minds of most of the adoptees, an overwhelming desire to 

avoiding hurting their adoptive parents by embarking on a search and partaking 

in a reunion. Most of the adoptees had told their parents of their search, which 

senred to make some of these adoptive parents very nervous, perhaps 

threatened in some way. 

For example, Ashley told her parents of her search because she knew that 

they had her adoption decree, with her full birth name on it, hidden away 

somewhere. They had ahvays been supportive of her and expressed to her that 
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they would be of every assistance should she decide to embark on a search. 

Ashley wnceded that her adoptive mother who is somewhat controlling, was 

threatened by the relationship that she had with her biological mother and father. 

This was expressecl by the fa& thet she wanted both of their phone numbers and 

wanted to be a part of Ashley's relationship with them, relationships that Ashley 

felt she had to wltivate on her m. She described her adoptive fa- and her 

husband of being somewhat jealous of her relationship with her biological father 

until they realized that she was not going to leave either one of them to go and 

live with her biological father. 

For Jim, the hardest part of the reunion experienœ was not offending his 

adoptive parents. He said: 

I think that's the hardest part in al1 honest., is just making sure that 
they were still cornfortable in the fad that they took care of me al1 
those years they raised me. I'm a product of them, not a product of 
biology. I think not making them feel that they're going to be left out 
or left behind. If anything I have such good respect for them now. I 
didn't want to hurt thern. (79, 806813) 

Jim's situation was unique because he was the only adoptee in this study whose 

biological parents marryied each other. This, understandably, made his 

adoptive parents a little n e m s  as Jim discovered a whole other family with two 

full biological brothers. His adoptive parents were nervous about meeting his 

biological parents. but his biological parents were very reassuring toward his 

adoptive parents. Jim's biological mother wrote a letter to his adoptive mother 

reassuring her that she had no intention of Qing to becorne Jim's mother. She 

felt that Jim's real mother was the woman who had r a i d  him for twenty-six 

years. Subsequently, the two sets of parents became good fnends, &en getting 

together without Jim. 
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Jeff reœived a lot of support Rom his adoptive parents during his search, 

even though some of his adopüve relatives feel he has betrayed his adoptive 

parents by seardiing. He defended himself by indicating that, "ever since I 

started this, I've been very open and up fmt I've never hidden anything from 

them. They've [his adoptive parents] ahmys encourageci me and they knw 

where they stand in my Ive. I've made it ciear to them that they're my mom and 

dad." (17.95-99). His parents had encouraged him not to search unül he was a 

little aider and more emotionally stable. Jeff agreed with them and when he was 

ready, they provided him with the papen he needed to begin his search. 

Steve's situation was unique in that his adoptive mother was one of his best 

friends, the penon to whom he could tell anything. She was very supportive of 

his search for his biological mother, hoping that it would help him resolve some 

of the problems in his Ise. Steve's adoptive mother was the fnst person he 

called Mer meeting his biological mother. 

In the case of some of the other adoptees, their adoptive parents were the 

last people they wanted to cal1 after the search and reunion. Some of them 

knew nothing of either endeavor. Joe's adoptive parents had taken his adoption 

decree and crossed out his birth name in heavy ink in hopes that he would never 

be able to decipher it. Joe felt that his adoptive father would go so far as to write 

him out of his will if he knew Joe had made contact with his birth mother. 

Needless to say, Joe was not planning to ever tell his adoptive father that he had 

met his biological mother. 

Jessica felt adamant about not hurting her adoptive mother by telling her that 

she was searching for her biological mother. Anytime she would ask her 

adoptive mother anything about her biological history, it would make her uy. 

Eventually, Jessica just stopped asking her any questions. She searched on 

and off for about seventeen years, never t6:ling her mother of her endeavor. In 
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the last two years preceding her reunion with her biological mother, Jessica felt 

more free to search because her adoptive mother was stricken with Alzheimer's 

Disease. Her mother was in her own little world and, therefore, Jessica felt she 

was not hurting her in any way. 

Patrick's and Tom's adoptive mothen represent the opposite end of the 

spedfum. They did not respond favourably to their searches and fe l  that their 

sons owed them something because they had invested in them by raising them 

for so many years. Hence, loyalty was expeded and breached by the reunion. 

Tom's mother eventually accepted that he had searched, but Patrick's mother 

has not forgiven him, which has created much distance between the two of them. 

Hence, we can Say that the adoptees did not wish to hwt their adoptive 

parents by embarking on a search, but their adoptive parents' reactions did not 

deter them fmm wanting to have a reunion. Mardi (1995) found similar results 

in her study and noted that adoptees Men wait until their adoptive parents die 

before they feel cornfortable searching; or if the adoptive parents are alive, the 

adoptees often elect never to tell their adoptive parents of the search or reunion. 

Would thev do it aaain? 

Knowing what they leamed and given the chance to do 1 al1 over again, al1 of 

the adoptees would still sttive for a reunion. Steve was Vie only adoptee to 

regret meeting his biologicel mother due to the unpleasantness of the 

I think having just the non-ID, knom'ng now in hindsight, I mean Ws 
everything hindsight. if I had an idea that she wwld react the way 
she has I wwld have just been content with just kncwing certain facts 
and not having the emotional consequenœ that followed, you Irnow, 
saving rnyseff fiom k i n g  rej8ded twiœ and abandoned twiœ. (43, 
380387) 
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However, upon further thought, he conceded that he was stronger for having had 

the experience. Steve took his biological mother's q0ection much harder than 

the other adoptees whose reunions were unsucces~l. probably because he 

expeded that the reunion would possibly solve some of his personal problems. 

In contrast to Steve, Ashley's reunion with her biological rnother was 

unsuccessful in that a relationship was not maintained. Il did not bother Ashley 

that it did not wwk out because she was able to fiIl in the blanks of her biological 

history and she knaws where to find her biological rnother should she need her 

for anything. The added bonus for Ashley was the great relationship, in the form 

of friendship, that she has maintained with her biological father. She did not 

harbour any regrets and felt complete as a result of her reunions. 

Even though Tom's reunion was not what he hsd hoped for, he would still do 

it al1 over again. He explained that curiosity got the better of him and that one 

never knows what one may find until they initiate a seardi. Meeting his birth 

mother made hirn appreciate his adoptive parents and the upbringing they gave 

him to a much greater degree. 

Joe cautioned that adoptees must take their biological parents' ages into 

consideration when they seanh. Joe's biological mother could almost be his 

grandmother and was not in full possession of her faalties. Henœ, she had 

some memory gaps that prohibited Joe from receiving al1 of the details of his 

biological history. In addition, Joe felt it would be easier to relate to a biological 

parent that is a bit younger, but wodd not trade his experienœ for the world. He 

hoped to keep a friendly relationship with his birth mother. 

Neither Jessica, nor Jeff had any regrets about their search and reunion 

experienœ. However, Jeff cautioned other adoptees who are beginning to 

search to go into the experience without any expectations and not to 

aggressively push one's way into one's biological parents' lives for fear of 
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alienating them. Jessica felt mu& stronger as a person and even though she 

was not sure where her relationship with her birth mother was headed, she 

would not trade her experienœ for the world. 
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Conceptual Analysis 

Solvina the identitv ~uzzle 

It was previously noted that there are many fadon involved in the motivation 

to search for one's biological parent(s). Although many adoptees express that 

they are mainly motivated due to a la& of medical history, there appears also to 

be a desire for identity cohesion. Adoptees may ask themselves, 'Mat makes 

me who I am - is it nature or nurkue?" They may also wonder 'Mo  I might have 

been if I were not adopted." The search and reunion, then, becorne a quest for 

these answers. Analysis of my data produced several codes that were 

prominent in the majority of the inte~ews due to the frequency of their 

appearanœ. A few of them included cutfous, questions, blanks, and puztle 

piixes. These codes fi together to fom the foundation of a concept called 

"solving the identity puzzle." 

The adoptees in this study had a curiosity (coded as cunous) about their 

biological history. They were filled with questions (coded as questions) and 

each bit of information gathered along the way to the reunion became a piece of 

their biological puzzle (coded as punle pièce). The key to solving this puzzle 

was the biological parent(s) and the information thaï they could provide to the 

adoptee. In sorne cases the biological parent(s) pmided the adoptee with much 

information and in hNO cases, the biological mother was very vague, leaving Vie 

adoptees with many unanswered questions. 

What was it that the adoptees wanted to find? It appears that they were 

seeking to identify a link between their biological history and their airrent Me. 

This link ranged from wanting information, to wanting to see themselves 

refleded in somebody else by seeing what their biological parents looked like 

(coded as look like), to wanting to find someone who had the same interests, 
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philosophies and mannerïsms, as if to justify their own. Steve desaibed al1 of 

Viese sentiments when he said that he had hoped to find sornebody Who: 

... look[s] like me, someone who is kind of like me in a lot of ways, you 
know had the same ideology, the same philosophy of life. I mean 
where did I get al1 this? Haw am I who l am? Where did it al1 corne 
from? There's a lot of genetic predisposition involved. You're 
definitely infiuencd by your environment, which is not involving the 
birth family, but I link a lot of who you are to the womb and your 
genetic make-up. (53,471 479) 

Steve emphatically stated that his search was a search for his identity (coded as 

who am I). The nature versus nurture debate is well supported by other 

researchers (e-g. March, 1995; Sachdev, 1992). It is as if some adoptees 

believe that only their birth mothers can confimi their true identities (March, 

1995). Such was the case with both Steve and Patrick. 

Most of the participants did some fantasizing (coded as fantasy) as to what 

their biological parents were like and hoped that their imaginary image would be 

accurate. Jeff admitted that when he was younger, he had an unrealistic view of 

his biological parents. He said: 

I created a fantasy worid for myseif that my biological parents are 
living together and they're loaded and they're going to find their long 
lost son and lavish me with gifts and money and that sort of thing and 
it took me awhile to get over that illusion. (65, 391-396) 

Jeff had long matured and grown out of that fantasy by the time he began his 

search. Most of the fantasiùng engaged in by the participants, Jeff induded, 

was direded towards what the biological parents looked like, what they were like 

as people and whether they ever wondered about the adoptee. 
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The participants in Mis study dearly indicated that a phone cal1 or letter from 

their biological mothers/fathers was not suffident They al1 had a strang desire 

to meet their biological parents perwnally, so that they could se8 what they 

were like 'in the flesh' (coded as in the flesh). Jessica expresseci this type of 

longing when she said, "1 wanted to see her in the flesh, not just her picture. I 

wanted to meet her. I wanted to hug her. I wanted to talk to her face to face, not 

just by lettef' (81, 781-784). Other participants, Jessica included, felt that an in 

person meeting was more spontaneous than a carefully scripted letter and it 

gave the adoptees a better indication of what their biological mothersifathers 

were really like. Therefore, it is logical to conclude, based on my research, that 

if adoptees were presented with their entire updated biological medical history, 

they would still continue to search for their biological parent(s). A search based 

upon gamering one's medical history becornes insufficient. However, a search 

based upon medical reasons is the most sacially acceptable motive for a search. 

This idea is well established within the adoption literature (Le. Andersen, 1988). 

A desire for medical history is, therefore, a 'rational' reason for searching, rather 

than an emotional one. However, the participants in this study have illustrated 

that the search and reunion are both emotional events. A participant in another 

study desaibed the emotional nature of the search as having come too far to not 

follow through with the reunion (March, 1995). 

Adoptees are different from biological children in the sense that they were 

given two names. Their adoption demees reveal the original name that their 

birth mothers gave them, while they are curfently laiuwn by the name that their 

adoptive parents gave them. March (1995) believes that one's birth name is the 

fint significant proof of an altemate identity to one's adoptive identity. This 

information gives rise to the idea that, had they been raised by their biological 

parents, they may have grown up as a completely different person. Logically, 
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this idea begs the aforementioned question. 'Mat makes me who l am?' In 

other words, if they were raised in their biolog id environment, would they still 

exhibit the same behaviour and have the same goals, ideals, interests and 

values? Several of the adoptees who participated in this study were pleasantly 

surprised to find that their biological mothers had the same interests and 

philosophies of life. The same could be said about one's fnends, so whether 

interests and philosophies are genetic is debatable. Credibility became hirther 

stretched for the adoptees who used some of the sarne expressions or slang as 

their birth families and for the adoptee whose birth rnother had the same interest 

in literature. I am doubting h m  far these similarities extend, although they may 

not be impossible. We cannot deny the fad Via these occurrences were 

important to the adoptees. All their lives they have mmdered who they look like 

and what their biological parents are like as people. Therefore, any similarity 

they may have found feels like a connection between their biological history and 

their wrrent identities. March (1 995) indicated Viat this kind of connedion is 

important to the personal identity issues that adoptees may possess, as it may 

lead to a more cohesive identity. 

However, we should not lose sight of the tme genetic link; inherited traits. 

Jessica, Jeff and Patrick al1 provide a solid illustration of this link Jessica 

described the elation that she felt when she made a connection between her 

biological past and present. For years she could not understand where her 

son's facial features came Rom because, in many ways, he did not physically 

resernble her or her husband. When she saw a pidure of her biological father. 

she found hersel staring at the spitting image (coded as s@tting image) of her 

son. She desaibed this moment as one of the pieœs of the puzzle that finally 

made sense (coded as punie solved). Jeff had a similar e)cperience. He said: 
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I found that I'm the spitthg image of my grandfather at my age and 
my nose has a long and pmud heritage on my grandrnothets side. It 
was really weird, it was like for yearo I had this weight or something 
on me, questions I wuldn't answer and al1 of a sudden I knew 
everything. The weight was off. I can't describe i t  I was very moved. 
We'd made contact, rd bard the voiœ. I got to meet these people 
flesh and blood. (21, 1 17-1 24) 

Patrick described the same sentiment when he found out how similar he looked 

to both of his haW-koâers and that they were al1 exercise-induced asthmatics. 

He referred to this genetic link as a 'comrnonalty' and was just ecstatic that this 

comrnonalty finally existed because it was as he said, "a major blank" It is 

interesting to note that Patrick said that he felt "induded" because he looked like 

his half-bmthers. He was so dissimilar from his adoptive family in every way that 

he never felt included in the family and was not dose to them. 

In contrast, Ashley felt that her sense of identity was more contingent upon 

sitting across from her biological mother and having her questions answered. 

She described the meeting itself as more important Vian what her birth mother 

looked like or what similarities they possessed. Tom would agree with Ashley, 

however. in his case, he was absolutely am- to find out how completely 

dissimilar he and his biological mother were in every faœt of Me. Although not 

preoccupied with the issue of what she lwks like, Ashley did, however, Say that 

she found it fascinating to meet her biological grandmother because now Ashley 

had a sense of what she herself might look like at the age of eighty. 

A review of the above cleariy demonstrates some of the ideas and codes that 

support the concept called 'roMng the identity punlc' Adoptees are eurious 

about their biological history. They have questbns they need a n w n  to, blanks 

that need to be filled in and are on a quest to have their biological history puzzle 

solved. They need answers to the questions, "who am r' and what makes me 
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who I am?" They may have fantasies (fantasy) about what their biological 

parents Imk like and have a strong desire to meet them in the flesh to see what 

they are really like as people and to see how similar they are to them in every 

respect. Some adopteas may even discwer that they are the spitting image of 

one of their biological relatives, which allaws them to finally make a link with 

their biological history. As Jeff put it: "lt was the first time in my life that I was 

able to look at somebody, touch somebody who made me who I amvv (33,168- 

170). One of March's (1 995) intewiewees put the identity puzzle in a different 

light by saying about her birth mother, "l'm different. And she made me different. 

She gave me to my parents and gave me that Iife and made me different from 

her. She just had answers to questions îhat I needed to knaw." (p.223). Hence, 

thos8 participants that were unlike their birth mothers, may be unlike them due to 

their adoptive family upbringing. It wwld appear, then. that identity is contingent 

on both genetics and environment. The adoptees in this study already had their 

own identies as a result of their familial upbringing and were searching for their 

biological parents who could provide them with biological information needed to 

complete their identities. 

Threat of Betraval 

Embarking on the search and reunion pmœss appears to place a threat of 

betrayal onto both the adoptee and the adoptive parents. In other words, the 

adoptees may feel as though they are betraying oieir adoptive parents by 

choosing to search and their adoptive parents may, indeed, feel betrayed by the 

adoptee's apparent misplaced sense of loyalty. It is as though the adoptive 

parents fear the Uweat of role shift, wherein their adoptive children might 

mentally and emotionally separate from the adoptive family. It is perhaps 

comparable to the threat of adultery wherein the adoptee becomes the adultefer 
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whose allegiance or faithfulness shîfts to the biological parent(s). f urther, the 

adoptive parents may fear the ultimate betrayal; that they will be replaced by the 

biological parents and that Weir children will refer to the biological parents as 

"mom" and "da@'. These ideas together fom the basis of the concept "thmat of 

betrayalm. However, the adoptees in this study have dearly demonstrated that 

they were not seeking to find "mom and da@' because those positions, in their 

minds, were already inherently daimed by their adoptive parents. TheMore, 

there was no need for any type of role shift. 

Many of the adoptees in this study were afraid to tell their parents that they 

either wanted to search for their biological parents or that they were already 

searching for their biological parents. fhey felt a sense of loyalty to their 

parents and did not wish to disrespect them or hurt them by embarking on a 

search. This is clearly indicated by the number of times that the codes no hurf 

and respect appear in the analysis of a11 of the interviews. In other words, most 

of the adoptees had a tremendous amount of respect for their adoptive parents 

and sought to avoid hurting them in any way. March (1 995) describeci the threat 

of betrayal, as I refer to it, as a detriment to the "[adoptee's] role performance as 

a devoted [childl" (p.57). This concept receives further grounding with the 

inclusion of such codes as mal mom, dadjèa/ous, husbandjWous, mom 

nervous, kr, and parents unaware. The adoptees had to deal with family 

members who were nervous in regard to the outcorne of the reunion and who 

were jealous of the biological parents once the reunion had taken place. Both 

Ashley and Jim talked about the fear their adoptive parents andlm spouses had 

that they mxild bave oiem in favour of their new found birth parents. They also 

stressed that their adoptive parents were their mal parents (coded as na1 mom 

and mal dad); a fad that would never change. 
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Tom reterred to his relationship with his birth mother as a balancing ad, 

which was coded as balanang ad. It is important as it exemplifies the frustration 

that one feels when perceives that one is caught between one's adoptive and 

biological parents. Patndc also klt the sam fnistraüon. which led him to 

distance himself from both his adoptive mother and his biological mother. This 

was illustrated with the use of the code al a di'ance. It is noteworthy to mention 

that Patrick was the only adoptee who did not try to allay his mother's fears. In a 

way, he used the threat of role shift against her because she felt betrayed by his 

search and that he "owed her" because she had "invested" in him by shelling out 

the money to raise him. It was probably his dislike for his adoptive mother that 

caused him to put forth a threat to her. Tom's parents felt somewhat the same 

in that they had ben Tom's providers. Jessica k n w  how much it mwld hurt her 

mother to know of her search, so she never told her of her multiple year search 

and will never have to, given that her mother has Alzheimer's Disease. Prior to 

her mom having Alzheimer's, any questions that Jessica posed to her adoptive 

mother about her biological history were met with tears h m  her mother, which 

indicated to Jessica that she should back off as this was a dosed subject. 

These feelings were illustrated through the use of the codes tears, back off and 

dosed subm. Joe's parents made his seardi more difficult by taking his 

adoption decree and scribbling out his given birth name in indelible ink 

Perhaps these parents feared the ultimate threat of role shift, wherein an 

adoptee ceases to be the child of the adoptive parents and becmes the child of 

the biological parents. They may question the adoptive child's allegianœ and 

faithfulness to the adoptive family, as depicted by Patrick and Tom's adoptive 

mothers. They may ask themselves whether their adopted child w*ll still be their 

child after a reunion or wheaiet the adopted child will reject hislher role as their 

child, which is coded as bar of desedbn. They may have feared that the 
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adoptee wuld like the biological parents better or that they mwld refer to ihem 

as "mom" or "dadV@. Ashley indicatd aiat sometimes she did cal1 her biological 

father "dad". for his benefit, but that she had to be careful not to do that in front 

of her adoptive father because she knew that would hurt him. After all, she was 

adamant that her adoptive dad was her mal dsd. lt is interesting to note that 

mntrary to adoption literature (e-g. Triseliotis, 1 973; Sadrdev, 1 992), the 

adoptees in this study did not embarlc on a search for their biological parents 

due to negative relationships w i i  their adoptive parents. With the exception of 

Patrick, whose relationship with his adoptive mother was further strained by the 

reunion and those adoptive parents who were unaware of the adoptees' reunion, 

the rest of the adoptees felt that their relationship with their adoptive parents 

remained just as strong, if not stronger, as a result of the reunion. 

Some of the adoptive parents were thought to be threatened or betrayed by 

their childs search because they felt that they had provided for the child and that 

it was the childs duty to be loyal to them. Although Joe's adoptive father was 

never infonned of his search, Joe felt quite strongly that his dad would disown 

him and write him out of the will if he ever discovered that he had searched. It 

seems as if Joe's parents Wied to remove the threat of role shîft long aga by 

wncealing Joe's birth name on his adoption deaee. 

Other adoptive parents were outwardly suppartive of the search and reunion, 

but at the same time were a little apprehensive as in Ashley and Jim's cases. 

Perhaps Jim's adoptive parents trieâ to guard against the threat of betrayai by 

not disclosing his adoptive status to him until he was twenty-six 

The above clearly dernonstrates the combination of the following codes in the 

formation of the concept of ôetrayal: no hua mspeCr, mal mom, mal dad, dad 

jealous, morn mmus, bar, patents unaware. balanting ad, et a distance, team, 

back OR, dosed subybct, and dar of deserfrion. The codes no hurt, aspet$, mal 
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mom, real dad, pamnfs unaware and balanang ad indicate the adoptee's 

conscious effort not to want to hwt their parents. Team, back off and dosed 

s u b m  indicate the feelings th& some adoptive parents have when approached 

by the adoptee regarding the biological history of the adoptee or the subject of 

the adoptee's adoption in general (Le. some adoptive parents try to keep their 

chiids adoptive status a secret fmm the public). Therefore, some adoptees 

avoid telling their adoptive parents of their search @amnfS unaware) because 

they fear that their parents will be hurt and feel betrayed. Once the reunion has 

taken place the threat of betrayal appean to heighten, as now the adoptee has 

two sets of parents to balance (balancihg ad). At this point in time the adoptive 

parents may be feeling the threat of role shift (-of desedion) that only 

intensifies their sense of betrayal. Some postïeunion distance between the 

adoptee and the biological parent($) may or may not be wamnted as the 

adoptee begins to stniggle with an important question: "how do my biological 

parents fit into my Iife or do they at all?' It perhaps begs the question, "is the 

balancing act worth it?" Most of the participants in this study found that it was 

worth it, white a few were not sure and for a few others it was not an issue as no 

adopteelbiological parent reletionship developed as a result of the reunion. 

Hence, some distance may also develop between the adoptee and adoptive 

parents and may result by virtue of the search and reunion process because the 

adoptive parents feel betrayed. It may also be instigated by the adoptee who 

does not wish to keep hearing how slhe has betrayed the adoptive family every 

time they talk to or visit with their adoptive parents. These consequenœs are 

not enough to make an adoptee regret their reunion. They did not want their 

adoptive parents to be hurt by the search and reunion, but if they could go badc 

in time and do it al1 again, they would not change a thing. 
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Drivenness 

Many adoptees were driven and cornpelled to see the search to the end, 

regardless of the years that it may take or the consequenœs that may ensue as 

a result of the search. Sometimes adoptees became so caught up in the search 

process that they experienced smewhat of a let down after the reunion. This 

idea forms aie fwndation of the concept of "drl~enn-~, where an adoptee 

may become 'addided to' or consumed by the search and immersed in its highs, 

lows, leads and dead ends. March (1995) used the terni 'obsession' to describe 

the addictive nature of the search. I believe that the term "drivenness" better 

describes the participants in my study, as not al1 of my participants went to the 

same lengths to find their birth parents. They had similar search expriemes. 

but experienced varying levels of drivenness during the process of the search. 

To say that adoptees become obsessed with the search cwld imply that they al1 

become obsessed and could apply a negative connotation to the adoptee's 

mental state. After all, the participants in this study did cany on with their daily 

lives during their search and were able to foais on other adivities aside ftom 

their search. The fact that adoptees possess varying levels of drivenness is 

somewhat understandable in light of the steps an adoptee must take as part of 

the search and reunion process. These steps fonn the basis of the experience 

of the seardr process. Not al1 adoptees will have to take exactly the same steps 

or face the same road blocks during their search, kR it is likely, as the 

participants in this study indicated, that most will have similar experiences in 

some respects. The level of drivenness sxperienced by adoptees appears to be 

directly related to the amount of red tape and road blocks that one must 

eliminate on the road to a reunion. This concept is clearly illustrated and 

supported by the participants in mis study. 
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One of the biggest barriers adoptees face is the legal barrier to obtaining 

their biological histones. Once adoption has taken place, adoptees are no 

longer privy to the same information as that of a biological child who is raised by 

his ofr her biological parents. To anyone who is not adopted, it is 'taken for 

granted" that one knows one's biological parents, extended family, medical 

history and the origin of one's facial features and physical stature- 

All of the participants in this study met with a caseworker from Child and 

Family Services in order to obtain their non-identifying information. In ternis of 

the caseworkerladoptee relationship, the caseworker is the all-knawing , all- 

powerful gatekeeper (coded as gatekeeper) who is in possession of the 

adoptee's complete family history, induding the names of the adoptee's 

biological parents. The gatekeeper also decides when the adoptee is 

ernotionally ready to meet their biological parents and is present to screen the 

first meeting between the two parties. Hence, the first roadblock is having to 

apply for this information and then receiving an extremely edited small amount of 

biological history. 

Drivenness can take many forms. It ranges from the adoptee who staked out 

his biological mother's house, to the adoptees who hired lawyers and private 

investigators, to those adoptees who became amateur detectives themselves, 

right down to the adoptees who wanted to search for the other biological parent 

after a rejedion from the first biological parent. The most common fonn of 

drivemess, as demonstrated by the participants in this study, is tenacity. It is 

likely that very few adoptees are reunited with their biological parents as a result 

of their biological parents also being on the post-adoption registry (coded as 

pst-adoption mgisfv). It is more common for e search to take many months or 

years prior to a reunion. As observed in this study, participants spent a good 

portion of their time consumed by the search and w r e  unable to just drop it. 
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Jessica was a good illustration of this point by the sheer length of time that she 

spent searching; almost twenty years. Patrick was a dose second to Jessica 

with his search taking roughly thirteen years, su< of which were spent seriously 

dedicated to the search on almost a daily basis. 

Some adoptees, as evidenced by the participants in this study, showed 

extreme forms of tenacity by beaming amateur detedÏves. They spent hours, 

days, weeks, months and years pouring thmugh Hendenon directories (coded 

as flendemn directories), yeaarboks (coded as yearbooks) and family trees 

(coded as amhives) trying to find their biological parents. Some adoptees in this 

study joined search groups (coded as seamh gmup), went to the Court of 

Queen's Bench (coded as Court of Queen's Bench) for their adoption pape- 

(coded as decm), hired detectives (coded as private investigator) and lawyers 

(wded as lawyer), and in Joe's case, a forensic expert (coded as RCMP expert). 

Joe was, perhaps, the best exemplification of the concept of drivenness. 

After all, he deswibed the search proœss as, "just very addiding and it just 

seems to be ... you want more information and you have to search. lt's a never 

ending pulling" (37,427-430). In Joe's case the search took two years. He 

joined a seadi group, hired a forensic expert to help him decipher his blacked 

out birth name on his adoption decree, spent hours pouring over archives trying 

to trace his birth family and pretendd to be someone else (coded as covert) in 

order to obtain information fmm the fnst biological family member with whom he 

made contact. He now wants to search for his father, which will be even more 

diffcult as his birai mother cannot provide him with very much information about 

him due to health problems that have caused her memory failure. Joe appears 

to have been more interegted in the dynamics of the search than the reunion 

itseif. He did not know where his relationship with his birth rnother is headed 

and would not be upset if it did not continue. 
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Patrick, like Joe, was also a ciear example of the concept of drivenness. 

However, unlike Joe, Patrick went to such great extrernes because, to him, the 

reunion and making sure that a reunion did happen was more important than the 

search itself. This is pemaps related to the motivation for searching. One will 

remember that Patrick felt a strong need to validate himseif by searching, 

whereas Joe was just more arrious than anything else. Patrick joined a search 

group, went to the Court of Queen's Bench to apply for his adoption decree, 

hired a private detedive, workeci closely with a woman in his search group who 

helped him diswver a great deal of information about his birth mother and then 

found her living halfway across Canada. He demonstrated the most exûeme 

fom of drivenness by staking out (coded as stakeouf) his birVi mother's home 

before making contact with her by desœnding on her in a surprise fashion. He 

wanted to make sure that she was not provided with a chance to refuse to rneet 

him. Refem'ng to a conversation with his wife, he said, 'Wll just go there and 

introduce ourselves and we'll present her with these little notes, documentations, 

pictures of me and see me etc., and if nothing else, l'II maybe be able to se8 her 

before she shuts me out" (47,438-442). Hence, Patrick was driven to cany the 

search and reunion through even if it were to mean a negative outcome. 

Steve and Jessica both demonstrate another facet of drivenness that is 

somewhat related to the tenacity of the seardr: those who search despite 

rejedion or the death of a biological parent. Steve spent quite a bit of time 

playing amateur detedive in his search for his biological rnother and was not 

prepared for her rejedion of him. Despite suffering from dvonic depression and 

being somewhat regretful of his search and reunion experienœ, Steve found 

himself driven to now find his biological father even if it meant being rejeded 

again. Unlike some of the other adoptees in this study, Steve seemed more 

addided to the feeling of wmpleteness a search and reunion may provide, than 
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he did to the search itself. Jessica also desired that sense of completeness. 

fhough aiere is no chance of meeting her biological famer, who has been 

deoeased for years, she still wants to travel over seas to find his relatives and 

leam al1 that she can about him, so that "gnawing feeling", that wriosity about 

him, go away. 

The negative case (Glaser 8 Strauss, 1967), in tenns of this study, would be 

an adoptee who spends a couple of months searching and then just gives up. 

However, the participants in rny study did not give up. In some cases the search 

went into remission for awhile, so to speak, where the adoptee gave up for 

awhile, but eventually they began searching again. Jessica and Patrick both 

provided evidence of this phenornenon. 

The concept of drivenness is therefore, deariy supported by the following 

codes: post-adoption mgiSfryD documents, gatekeeper, Court of Queen's Bench, 

seamh gmup, dectee, lawyec ke, oounsel, motives, amaete~rcktectjve~ 

Henderson diiedories, sfakeout, RCMP experfD übraryD wvert. non-identifphg 

informationD and pnvate invesfigator. Each code represents a small step in the 

search process. These steps are also indicative of the barriers an adoptee must 

face in order to discover the pieces of the puzzle that fit together to form hisher 

biological history. It took some of the adoptees in this study yean to complete 

al1 the steps of putting their names on the post-adoption registry, obtaining their 

adoption decrees and non-identifying information, hiring lawyers and private 

detectives, dealing with caseworkers. joining search grwps, and spending hours 

pouting over old Henderson Directories and archives thereby becoming amateur 

detectives themselves. 
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Control 

Many adoptees sufferfrarn a lad< of control in several aspects of their iives. 

Their joumey begins with a loss of control at birth and a determination to restore 

some control into their lives by way of the search and reunion process. Thus, 

the concept of "contn,lW is derived to describe this phenornenon. 

The first loss of cantrd that an adoptee experiences ocairs at the point at 

which they are given up for adoption (coded as loss of mnfm& Of course, it is 

not until later in life that they are aware of this loss of control. They had no 

choice in this decision and no control over where they would be placed for 

adoption. The fact that adoptees am adopted deprives hem of basic information 

that is naturally Morded to al1 biological children; a biological history; and to 

know from where one came. For an adoptee to not be able to just tum to hidher 

adoptive parents and ask aiem a simple question about their biological history 

(because they honestly do not have that information or will not provide it) makes 

an adoptee feel someaiing less than mole (coded as inmmplefe)). 

Adoptees attempt to restore some control into their lives by initiating a search 

for their biological parents. This type of control, as evidenced by the participants 

in this study, ranged from the adoptee who sought to validate himself by 

searching (coded as validate), to the adoptee who thought a reunion might help 

to cure him of his ills (coded as msohfe), to those who thought the reunion would 

bestow them with a sense of wmpleteness. Patrick, in his own words, is the 

best illustration of the concept of contrd. When explaining what he called the 

'%ontml issue'' (coded as contmt issue), he said: 

... the control is that I was given up. I was mnceived in a relationship 
of which I have no contrd and faœtiously you can't pi& your parents, 
but when you are bom and brought into the world, you knw where 
you came from so, it's, it's a...everybody's equal. They give birth to 
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you and they're your parents, so tough, you're studc with it. In my 
relationship, I was given up and I lost control in that and I've resented 
that ever sinœ, I guess subconsciously, and if you read what's her 
name, Lifton (Lifton, l988), um ... sol that there was a control issue. I 
wanted to be in control and 1 wanted to know and I didn't want ta be 
left out anymore and I want8d to see who my half-brothers were and 
so, that was very important. (67, 84M55) 

An adoptee's loss of control is intensified when they must face the 

gatekeeper (codeci as gatekeeper) at Child and Family Services. A biological 

child will never sit across from a social worker and have to defend their motives 

for wanting to search for a biological parent. Further, the adoptee is given a few 

pages of carefully edited non-identifying information and asked to pay a thirty- 

five dollar fee in order to put their name on the postgdoption regisûy. Henœ, 

this roadblodc that an adoptee must face represents the information allowed to a 

biological child. 

In reference to the above, al1 of the adoptees in this study had to participate 

in a meeting with the gatekeeper at least once. However, in some cases, there 

appean to be a gnwp of people that we may refer to as "secondary 

gatekeepers" - the adoptive parents. To understand their point of view, one 

must, perhaps, refer back to the concept of betrayal. The adoptive parents &en 

do not hold al1 of aie cards, so to speak, as the gatekeeper does, but they do 

possess the power to wield contrd over the adoptee. They may be Melding this 

control in order to proted against being betrayed by the adoptee; seff protection, 

if you m'Il. One must look no further than Jim, Patrick, Tom, Jessica or Joe's 

experienœ to see the truth in the above statement. Jim's adoptive parents 

exerted control over his Jife by not disclosing his adoptive status until he was 

well into adulthood (coded as decepttbn). Patrick's adoptive mother bumed his 

adoption pape= (coded as destroy), while Joe's adoptive parents tampered with 
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his (coded as destroy), both doing so to try and prevent a search and reunion 

from happening. Jessica's adoptive mother made her feel so guilty for ever 

asking questions about her adoption, that it made Jessica stop approaching the 

subject. This la& of information pmbably helped to increase the length of time 

that it took Jessica to search for her biological mother. Therefore, one's own 

adoptive parents can also serve as a roadblock to Vie search and reunion 

process by trying to keep some control out of the adoptee's hands. Ultimately, 

as the participants in this study indicated, the adoptive parents may make the 

search more diffiwlt, but they do not prevent it from happening. 

Ultimately, at least some control is restored to the adoptee upon completion 

of the search and reunion process. Keep in mind, for instance, what Patrick said 

about the control issue. He felt he had no control at birth, so he was going to 

restore it by controlling the search and when and how the reunion would take 

place. All of the adoptees in this study mwld probably agree with him. Each 

adoptee did what they had to do in order to discover their biological parents' 

identities and then find them. Each adoptee was then in control of when they 

would write that first letter or rnake that first phone cal1 or have that first meeting. 

The only time that full control is not restored appears to be due to a lad< of 

information fmm the biological parent Tom and Steve both illustrate this point 

as neither of their biological mothers were willing to answer al1 of their questions 

and fiIl in al1 of their blanks. Tom does not seem that bothered by it, but Steve's 

sense of incornpleteness has only deepened as a result 

Restoration of control seerns to bave the adoptee with a greater sense of 

completeness and pefhaps a sense of power. While Patrick talked about having 

no choice over being given up for adoption, Jim put a bit of irony in the situation 

by saying that now it is the adoptee's tum to walk away if need be. He provided 

an excellent example of the concept of control when he said: 
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... that's the beauty of an adopted situation, searching for them you 
have the opporhinity to just walk away at any given time if you don't 
like them. They're not really your parents. They didn't raise you. 
You don't feel that need to have any resped or need to have any 
contact them at al1 because your mom and dad are the ones who 
really tount So, there's sort of a certain fieedom with the biological 
thing, take it or leave it Ifs your choice. Mom and dad you're stuck 

(89.918-928) 

Now the adoptee has some power. The adoptee has a choice. The adoptee 

has control. This sentiment is supported by those adoptees who initiated 

contact with their biological mothers and then decided to distance themselves 

from them or end the relationship altogether. This tended to happen when the 

relationship was nat on the adoptee's terms w when the adoptee did not want to 

shoulder the burden of "another mother." 

The above cleariy illustrates the concept of control. Control initially began as 

just a code, but its frequency wmbined with the fad that al1 of the above codes 

and a few others can be grouped under its heading, elevated cwitrol to a 

concept The loss of control that an adoptee may feel can be supported with 

such codes as l i s  of contrd, contml issue, bastard, validate, inmmplete and 

resdve. One must be careful at this point not to assume that every adoptee 

feels the sting of illegitimacy, feels totally incomplete and hopes that a reunion 

will solve any problems that they may face. The code bastard, for instance, 

appears stmngly only in one interview, but it does illustrate the idea that many of 

the adoptees in this study do feel 'difierent' by virtue of being adopted. 

'Dît%mnf is also code, but we cannot attach a good or bad label to it; that 

perception is left up to each individual adoptee. The perception that the 

adoptees in this study appear to have is that being adoptedldifferent makes 

them feel somewhat incomplete. Therefore, they have a desire to msolve that 
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sense of incompleteness by finding their biological parents. There are also 

degrees of incompleteness and resolve. This idea ranges from the participants 

that simply have a curiosity about their history to the participant who felt that a 

reunion would val'ate himseif (Le. he felt so mentally, arüstically, 

philosophically and physically dinerent from his adoptive family), to the 

participant whose Ife has been negatively affecteci by his adopted status. 

Resolwe overwhelmingly appears, in this study, in the fom of peaœ of mind and 

satisfadion, wherein the adoptees' questions are answered; their history 

complete. Henœ, adoptees do not seem to set out on a search because they 

want to solve al1 of the problems in their lives. One participant just felt that 

meeting his mother might help his depression (which he did not completely 

blame on his adoptive status), but he was fairly realistic in that he did not 

absolutely exped that waild happen. 

The above indicates the adoptee's la& of control and their desire to restore 

that control. The gate keeper and sometirnes the secondary gatekeepers hinder 

the adoptee's plight to restore that control. Codes such as sfakeouf and plotted 

indicate a more extreme attempt to restore control to the adoptee. One need 

only look back at the concept of drivenness and reacquaint themselves with 

codes such as Henderson directories, amateur detedive etc. to obtain an idea of 

how control may be restored. 

Once a reunion has taken place the adoptee has the power to decide what 

will happen. The adoptees in this study were not looking to continue a 

relationship with their biological parents unless it was on their tems (coded as 

my tems). Those adoptees who w r e  not wlcomed into every aspect of the 

biological parents life ended their relationships with them. These adoptees felt 

like they were only allowed in through the "back door" (coded as back door) in 

that some or al1 of the biological mother's family did not know about the 
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adoptee's existence and the biological mother rehised to disclose that 

information. In this case total control is not afforâed to the adoptee because 

they do not have total acceptanœ fiom their biological motherlfather. Steve is a 

prime example. He was a secret to everyone else in his biological mothef s life 

and felt rejeded by her twiœ; first at birth (he mis the only adoptee to indicate 

that because he was adopted, he felt rejected by his birth mother) and then 

when she rehised to let him into her Me. Rather than rej8ding him right away 

upon the reunion, she was just evasive at every subsequent meeting. It had 

been awhile since Steve had heard fmm her, so he decided to let it be and not 

try to make contact again. Adoptees also have the power to keep their biological 

parents at am's length (coded as af a disance) until they can figure out how to 

fit them into their lives. or if they should at all. 
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!!!?!hY 
Contrary to the adoption literature (Le. Triseliotis, 19?3), the adoptees in this 

study were not pr~occupied w*th whytheir biological parents gave them up for 

adoption. Thetefore, the concept of "why" emerges by virtue its absence Ri the 

course of this study. None of the adoptees in this study were overly concemed 

with the reason why their biological parents gave them up for adoption. Jeff, 

however, did Say: 

I had always questioned in my head what had happened. Was my 
biological mother raped, was she a fiffeen year old kid who had too 
much coke on a Friday night or something? I never knew. I didn't let 
myself question it too much I always, I guess, painted a fairy-tale for 
myself, you know. There was some terrible accident and I was put up 
for adoption or something. (53,321 -328) 

However, he was not wnsumed with why he was given up or angry in any way 

about being adopted. Eventually he received his nonidentifying information, 

which indicated that his biological mother felt she had no choice but to give Jeff 

up for adoption. That satisfied him and made him think that, perhaps, she would 

want to know how he was doing. 

Other participants in this study also received their non-identifying 

information, which, in some cases, indicated why the adoptee was relinquished 

for adoption and in other cases the adoptee had formed a notion of why they 

were given up for adoption. For example, Jessica stated that previous to 

meeting her biological mother, sh8 had felt that her biological mother probably 

was young and had no choiœ in the matter of her adoption. Other adoptees 

confimeci the same idea. Some adoptees had an idea as to why they were 

given up, but wanted to see lwhat they had believed for al1 those years was, 

indeed, correct Most of h m  were more concerneci with having their questions 
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answered than they were with why they were given up for adoption. This goes 

against much of the adoption literature that suggests the contrary (e-g. 

Triseliotis, 1973). 

The most extreme case was Iikely Ashley. Ashley hersel is a bidh mother. 

So, it was easy for her to relate to her bidogical mothet. She b e w  that adoption 

was likely the only choiœ that her biological mother possessed and therefore 

focused her Morts on solving the puzzle that wwld fit together to fonn her 

biologicel history. Many of the adoptees in this study followeâ suit, with none of 

them being overly preoccupied with why they were given up for adoption. In 

fad, both Steve's and Patrick's biological moaiers were in their thirties when 

they were bom and neither one of them were concemed with why they were 

given up when their parents were in sudi an adult stage. They did think it was 

odd, but were more concemed with meeting their biological mothers, rather than 

dwelling on why they were relinquished. 

The question of ' M y  was I given up" appears to only be important to those 

who are not adopted (read, 'some adoption researchers'). According to my 

results, some adoptees do want to know why they were given up, to see if it 

matches with their idea of why they were given up, but it is not the driving force 

of their search. Therefore, adoptees seem more intent on solving the identity 

pusle than finding out why they were relinquished. Some of the codes that fom 

this concept include, fo meet. part of her, no choim, her si&, in the flesh, 

curious, who am 1, and pude solved. Adoptees have a desire to meet their 

biological mothen in the flesh because they are curious about them. They feel 

they are a part of this person who will be able to answer their questions and 

provide them with a link betwwn the past and present, thereby solving their 

identity puzzle. Many participants in this study felt or knew, via their non- 

identifying information, that their biological mothen had no choice to put them up 
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for adoption and they were arrious to hear their side of the story and hear about 

their lives, Not one participant claimed that they had to meet their biological 

mother becawe they were consumed by and needed to know why they were 

given up for adoption. 

Why do adoptees want to have a reunion? What were they looking for? It 

has b e n  established that adoptees were anxious to solve their identity punies 

thereby restoring a certain amount of control into their lives. The adoptees in 

this study were not preoccupied with why they were given up for adoption, so 

what had they hoped to accomplish? The answer foms the crux of the concept 

of "acknowledgment." 

No rnatter what the response of the biological parent@), the reunion meeting 

daims acknowledgment. Whether the adoptee searches for medical history, for 

answers to their questions or to see what their biological parents look like, the 

end result upon the reunion or first phone cal1 or letter is that the biological 

parent is forced to acknowledge the adoptee's existence. Even if biological 

parents deny their status to the adoptee, they still acknowledge the adoptee by 

virtue of the fad that they have something to deny. In fact, achowiedgment can 

be divided into three categories that represent the point of view of the biological 

parent. 

First, there is 'active achowledgmen? , which desaibes biolog ical parents 

that have desired contact with their biological children by putüng theif names on 

the post-adoption registry. This describes Jim's biological parents and Jeff's 

biological mother. Secondly, there m e  biological parents who were 'open to 

acknowledgmenC. These biological parents did not have their names on the 

registry list, but were receptive to the adoptee when they were found. This 
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category characterires the biological parents of the rest of the adoptees who 

participatecl in this study. However, some of the biological patents did request 

some time to inform family rnemben of the adopteeus existence. Lestly, some 

biological parents can be 'opposed fo ackno~mennC. These biological 

parents deny their role as biological parents and wwld rather that the adoptee 

leave them alone. In the case of this study, nom of the biological parents were 

oppmed to acknowledgment A few of lhem denied their role at first, but 

eventually came around and wanted to meet the adoptee. 

It is, perhaps, necessary to qualify the diierenœ between acknowledgrnent 

and acceptance. A few of the adoptees in this study, especially Steve. had a 

strong desire to be accepted by their biological parent(s) and to have a 

relationship with them. Whether an adoptee is accepted or not. they still have to 

be acknowledged, as acknowledgment precdes acaeptance. Let us use Steve 

as an illustration. At first his biological mother was opposed to advwmledgment 

by telling him that he had found the wrong penon; she was not his biological 

mother. She then came around and was somewhat open to acknowledgment in 

that she adrnitted her status as Stevets biological mother. However, she was 

unwilling to tell anyone in her family of Steve's existence, thereby denying him 

acceptanœ by anyone else in her family. She did not accept Steve into her life 

either, by refusing to aniniver his questions and by being unwilling to form a 

relationship with him. Eventually, contact between them œased. Hence, even 

though Steve was hoping for a diflerent end result (acceptanœ), he still received 

acknowledgment. 

While, advrowledgment can evolve into acceptance, the adoptee cannot 

control acceptance. An adoptee cm, huwever, control acknowledgment. Patrick 

provided a dear example of the control of admowledgment by descending on 

his biological mother in surprise fashion. He made her adviowledge him and 
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had prepared for the possibility that he might not be accepted. In his mind. at 

ieast he wwld be acknowleûged. 

One will remember that adoptees, upon adoption, lose their right to know 

their biological histow. When they search, it k as if they are saying to their 

biological parents, "1 have a right to meet you and to know you. Acknowledge 

me and the fa& that I have blanks in my history." The participants in this study 

did not want their biological parents to be parents to them as they already had 

real parents; their adoptive parents. Henœ, those that were laoking for 

acceptance, if they received it, wanted it on their own terms, more in the fom of 

friendship. This was seen as a bonus to adviowledgment. 

Acknowledgrnent leads to either integration or rejedion. lntegration can be 

divided into two categories. Full integration is established when the adoptee is 

accepted by the biological parent@) as one of the family. Jim achieved hill 

integration and claimed to be just as close to his biological family as he was to 

his adoptive family. He was, perhaps, the best example of full integration 

because his biological parents did marry and had two more biological children, 

who al1 treat Jim as though he were one of the family. Pamal integration is 

attained when aie biological parent is willing to meet with the adoptee. This idea 

would describe most of the adoptees in the stuây. Most of the adoptees in this 

study probably are som8Where between partial and full integration. For 

example, Jessica was not sure how to fit her biological mother into her Iife and 

vice versa. Her mother kept her fmm being fully integrated by failing to infom al1 

of her family members of Jessica's existence and keeping her somewhat at arm's 

length. R e m o n  accounts for the biological parent who wants nothing to do 

wit h the adoptee. This describes Steve's situation. Steve's biological mother did 

rneet with him, but wanteâ to keep his existence a secret from al1 of her family. 
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She refused to answer any of his questions thereby denying him any integration 

into her life. 

The idea of acknOW1edgment seems to summarize the aforementioned 

concepts. The adoptees in this study possesseû varying amounts of drivenness 

in their quest for a reunion and tried valiantly, sometimes to no avail, to keep 

their adoptive parents from feeling betrayed by the search. They were driven by 

a need or a want to testore some control into their lives by solving their identity 

priztles. Acknowledgment was the minimal end result of th& Morts. The 

maximum result was full acceptance into the biological family. Hence, 

acknowledgment has been elevated to a higher category with al1 of the other 

concepts in full support of it. 

Codes such as database, registty, match gmup, io rneet, stakeout, available 

and contrd support the concept of acknowledgment They describe the 

adoptee's desire to meet their biological parent(s) and to have some contml over 

the search and reunion process that ultimately culminates in acknowledgment. 

Adoptees put their names into a database andlor a r e g i s t ~  in order to make 

themselves available for contact with their birth parents. An extreme example of 

forced acknowledgment is the participant who staked out his biological mothets 

hmse resulting in a forceâ meeting between the two of them. One will notice 

that in this case the concept is more important than the codes that fonn it, for al1 

of these same codes have previously fomed the basis of one or more of the 

previous mcepts. 

There may be an exception to acknowledgment in the fom of people who do 

not qualify for my study. The ideal negative case is someone who has no desire 

to search for their biological parents, has had years to search, but has opted not 

to, and whose biological parents, due to the age of the adoptee, are likely to be 

dead. This only accounts for people who truly did not want to search and not for 
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people who did want to search, but were restnded by society's view of a search 

being taboo. 
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Searchina for the a r e  variable 

The above conœptual analysis has dearly estaMished the fact that 

acknowledgrnent has b e n  elevated to a higher category that serves to 

encompass al1 of the other concepts. Acknowiedgment became more than just 

the concept of acknowldgment. lt evolved into the core variable of this study: 

"claiming acknowledggrnent* Th8 search and reunion expri8nœs of the 

participants in mis study dearly indicated that acknowledgrnent from their birth 

parents was insufficient By virtue of the search and reunion process itself, the 

adoptees in this study actively sought out to "claim" acknowledgrnent from their 

birth parents. The adoptees in this study al1 had a desire or a need to fiIl in the 

blanks of their biological history and were al1 well aware of the threa of bebayal 

that a search and reunion would pose to their adoptive parents. Each adoptee 

possessed a varying degree of drivenness in their individual seardies, ranging 

from the adoptees who sirnply put their names on the registry and had a match. 

to the participants who became amateur detectives leaving no stone untumed, to 

those who were unwilling to give up even after more than a decade of searching 

had taken place. The search and reunion procesr sewed to reestablish control 

into the lives of the adoptees, as they were able to reclaim the right to know M o  

their biological parents were and to fiIl in their previousl y blank biobgical history. 

Some adoptees had a fairiy intense desire to restore control into their Iives by 

controlling the search and the time and place of the reunion. This desire for 

control mtributed to an increased level of drivenness. Hence, control and 

drivenness are linked to each other in a recipmcal fashion. As we begin to 

digest this data. we may wonder, what is going on here? The answer is simple 

and logical: N'claiming acknowledgmentw 

This study has illustrated the fact that adoptees, do indeed, have a desire for 

a more historical sense of themselves, which is in keeping with the findings of 
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other researchers (e. g. Triseliotis, 1973; Sorosky et al.. 1978; Campbell et al., 

1 991 ; March 1994; Match; 1995). Henœ. they have a want or a need to solve 

their identity puzzle. My findings have illustrated that biological information, 

such as detailed non-identfying information is not enough. The participants in 

this study had a desire for an 'in the fiesh* meeting with their birth parents. This 

type of meeting allowed for the participants to verify, validate or perhaps 

discover where sorne of their traits had originated. It also allowed them to 

discover what kind of people their birai parents had tumed out to be. 

The desire to solve one's identity puale aeated a threat of betrayal (either 

real or irnagined) towards one's adoptive parents. Some of the adoptees did not 

make their adoptive parents aware of Vieir search for fear of being disloyal to 

them. Others did not make their adoptive parents aware of the search because 

they knew that they would be disowned by their adoptive parents. Adoptive 

parents who were aware of the adoptees search Men supported the search and 

reunion. but still felt somewhat nervws about the Mole  experience. This was 

such an interesting discovery due to the fact that the threat of betrayal was so 

unlikely. The participants were al1 adults between the ages of twenty-six and 

fifty who wanted answers and possible friendships with theif birth parents. None 

of them were seeking another mother or father role in their lives. 

Regardless of the threat of betrayal, the participants in this study al1 

possessed a certain amount of drivenness in their seardi for their biological 

parents. Further, the concepts of drivenness and contml can be linked together 

as they act back upon one another. For example, it has been established that 

adoptees possess varying degrees of drivenness in the search for their 

biological parents. They may be somewhat driven to restore some control into 

their lives by reclaiming the right to know who their biological parents are (a right 

that was stripped of them due to their adoptive status) and having these sarne 
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parents answer their questions. Reciprocally, adoptees may also find that the 

need to restore control into their Iives dmiees their search. Those adoptees 

whose searches and reunions have taken many years c m  attest to the fact that 

drivenness is not simply something that just disappears. It stays with adoptees 

until they daim acknOWJedgment. Based upon my research, it is rot likely that 

adoptees are willing to just give up' their searches. There were a few 

participants in this study who found their biological mothers quite quiddy as a 

result of both the adoptees and the biological mothers king matched through 

the post adoption registry. One of these participants stated that he would have 

done nothing further to find his biological mother were she not already on the 

registry. However, I suspect, based on my research that he and adoptees like 

him would, perhaps, be driven to take Mher  steps if their biological parents had 

not been on the registry. 

All of these concepts can be grouped together to fonn the core variable: 

claimhg acknowledgment. The original concept of acknowledgment was not 

quite broad enough in its sape to ôe an explanation of aie basic social process 

of this study. In other words, adoptees did not just seek acknowledgment from 

their biological parents; they actively claimed acknowledgment from them. 

Hence, the core variable of claiming acknavledgment was derived from the 

concept of acknowledgment. By virtue of their actions al1 of the adoptees in this 

study claimed acknowIeâgment They dl had identity gaps; questions that 

needed to be answered in order for them to feel complete. They al1 initiated the 

first step toward daiming advidecigrnent by putting their names on a registry 

with the exception of one participant who was successful in finding his biological 

mother through word of mouth. They poured through Henderson diredories, 

yearbooks and archives, joined search groups, hired lawyers and private 

detedives, and some ultimately became private investigators themselves. They 
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initiated first contact through letters or phone calls and eventually had a face to 

face reunion. The adcnOW(edgment they received Rom their biological parents 

was a direct result of their Morts; they made it happen. In this partMar study, 

claiming acknowledgment was demonstrateci in its most extfeme fom by the 

participant who descendecl on his biological mothef in suprise fashion af€er she 

had requested he send her prod of who he was in the f o m  af documents and 

pidures. This participant exhibited a solid demonstration of the core variable 

beceuoe he did not give his biological mother a chance to deny her staîus. H e  

went aaoss the country and shawed up on her doorstep to claim 

acknowleâgment. Part of the control issue is that when an adoptee acts to daim 

acknowledgment, they and they alone are claiming acknowledgment Even if a 

biological mother denies her status or does not wish to meet the adoptee, she is 

still forced to acknowledge the adoptee by virtue of the fact that she has 

something to deny. Denial or not, acknowledgment has taken place. It is as if 

the adoptee is saying, "you will not acknowledge me, so I will claim 

acknowledgment." Control is wrested from the biological parent once 

acknowledgment is daimed. The birthright of the adoptee is restored once dhe 

knows the identity of hislher biological parents. Adoptees may never regain full 

control, but they can daim some control. For example, some adoptees claimed 

acknowledgment, but their biological mothers were unable to or refused to 

answer al1 of their questions. One adoptee's experience left him feeling worse 

than he did More he claimed advidedgment because of his biological 

rnother's refbsal to accept him into her life and to fiil in his identity gaps. Hence, 

some aintrol was restored due to meeting his biological mother, but the 

relationship ended 4th him receiving very l l e  historical information. 

The prior conceptual analysb demonstrated that acknowledgment and 

acceptance do not go hand in hand. Adoptees can meet their biological parents 
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At this point one may notice that the concept of Why* is mysteriously absent. 

Its' absenœ is explained by the fa& that it sirnply does not fit with the conceptual 

analysis and has, therefore, been discarded. It initially became a concept due to 

the near absence of curiosity on behaif af the participants; curiosity as to why 

they were given up for adoption. None of the participants in this study were 

preoccupied with why aiey were given up for adoption, contrary to past research 

that indicated the reverse was me. Most of the participants knew why they were 

given up as this information was provided in their non-identwing information. 

One participant wanted to know if the reason why she thought she was given up, 

was adually the true reason, but this was not in any way, a motivating factor in 

her search. 

Fiaure 1 : Graphic conceptualization of the Cor8 Variable 

\ I 
I 
I 
v 

SOLVlNG THE IDENTlTY PUZZLE 
/ 

The following is an interpretation of the graphic representation of the core 

variable. The solid amnnrs represent the preclaiming acknowledgment 

experience, Mi le the dashed a r f m  represent the post-theoretical experience. 
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The first concept that emerged as a result of my data analysis was "solving the 

identity puzzie." The adoptees al1 had questions about their biological history. 

The search process was implemented as a means of gettïng the answers to 

these questions. Embarking on a search for one's biolqical parent($) created a 

"threat of betrayal" toward the adoptive parents. Theref&e, a solid a n w  has 

been drawn fim "solving the identity puzzIeV' toward "threat of betrayal." The 

need to find answers "drives" the search process. Henœ, a solid anow has 

been drawn frorn "solving the i d e m  purrle" tward the concept of 

"drivenness." Adoptees are driven to restore some wntrol into their lives and 

this quest for control also drives their search. A two headed solid a m  has 

been drawn between the concept of "drivenness" and the concept of "control" in 

order to represent the reciprocal nature of these two concepts. The concept of 

Whwhy" is alone in the top left corner in representation of its absence in the 

conceptual analysis. An a m  does not exist h m  the "threat of betrayal" toward 

any other concept because this concept does not cause any of the other 

concepts. 

Conceptual analysis has demonstrated that "solving the identity puzzle", 

'Wreat of betrayal", "drivenness", and "control" have been linked together to 

fomi the coie variable 'klaiming acknOW(edgment." However, as represented by 

the dotted lines, the com variable lads ba& on some of the concepts. A dotted 

line between "daimining ac&navledgmentl' and "solving the identity puzrleg' 

indicates that the identity puzzle is solved as a result of "daiming 

acknowledgment." The adoptee is able to restore some control into his or her 

life upon "daiming adcnwiedgment" and the threat of betrayal can &en be 

heightened (the adoptive parents may feel jealous af or threatened by their 

child's relationship with his or her biological parent(s)) as the rewl of the 

reunion. Henœ, dotted Iines are drawn between the cor8 variable and "threat of 
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betrayall' and "wntrol." The graphic representation of the tore variable clearly 

demonstrates aie link between Vie conceptual analysis and the axe variable. 

Svnopsis 

For al1 intents and purposes, biological parents are complete strangers to 

adoptees. Blood is, therefore, not enough. Blood does not make a successful 

relationship. Jwrt ask those participants whose biological mothers were so 

different from them that they could not believe they were genetically related. 

Some of the adoptees did not receive the ansuers they had sought, whik others 

did and were able to fom successful relationships with their biological parents. 

Some adoptees fomed relationshipr their biolagical parents. but were not 

sure if these parents really fit into their lives. Regardless of th8 outcome the 

adoptees found that the search and reunion experience made them stronger 

people. Those adoptees who got the answers they sougM felt more complete. 

One participant even indicated that filling in the blanks made her feel like she 

was no longer adopted because she no longer wondered about her history. In 

the majority of cases, meeting one's biological parent(s), made the adoptees 

appreciate Uieir adoptive parents and the life they had to a much greater extent 

Hence, daiming ackrtowledgment served diflerent purposes for each 

adoptee. Some adoptees became dose to their adoptive parents, some did not 

know how to fit them into their lives, some ended their relationship. but none of 

the adoptees ever let aiese biological strangers ever reclaim the mle of mother 

or father. March (1 997) reinforcd this outcome when she fomd that adoptees 

"lacked the social history needed to engage in such [an intimate parentlchild 

relationshipr (p. 102). The participants in this study and their birth parents were 

essentially strangen who could be little more than friends and, at times, they did 

not know where they stood with each other. Patrick, perhaps, put this idea into 
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perspective when he said, "she may want to corne into my He, but ... she's got her 

own problems, her own narrative and her storks are such that Pm not in any of 

her pages so, coming in now is niœ" (65,842445). In other words, he and his 

birth mothet do not really share a history other than being biologically related. 

All they can do is share tday. He mshed only to be her friend, tathet than a 

son who is obligated to yet anooier parent. March (1997) has gone so far as to 

Say that the term "adoption reunion" is improper as it "suggests an isolated 

event...and also implies a pr~x is t ing relationship based on strong emotional 

ties and mutual experience" (p.104). I would tend to agree with March for the 

simple fad that these adoptees sought to daim adviowledgment; to have their 

questions answered; to meet their birth parents for the fi- time. There is no 

pre-existing relationship; just a pre-existing genetic make-up. As Jim said, 'Yake 

it or leave it. lt's your choice." (89, 928). Thus, adoptws and their birth parents 

are strangers who might fonn a relationship the same way that any other set of 

strangers would fom a relationship. This relationship either develops or for la& 

of common interest, it may fizzle. Regardless of the outcorne, the adoptee has 

claimed acknowledgment. 

Conclusions 

The purpose of this study was to explore the adoption reunion experience 

fmrn the perspective of the adoptee and to discover a theory that is grounded in 

the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1 987). This study uülized an ethnographie 

framewoik in order to gain the adoptee's perspective of the dynamics of the 

reunion experieme. It has irnproved on the weaknesses of other studies due to 

its la& of excessive demographic data. Rather, data were pieced together from 

the unknown. The result was intimate insight into the search and reunion 

process from the point of view of a small group of adoptees. 
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An interesting factor of this study was the ratio of male to female participants. 

March (1 995) found that females have a greater desire to meet their birth 

mothers than their male counterparts and that females volunteer for studies 

more often than men do, which accounts for the appearanœ of more searthing 

females than males. In this study, more males than females volunteered. The 

males were just as interested in meeting their birth mothers as their fernale 

counterparts. It was, perhaps, easier for the participants to search for their birth 

mothers because they were al1 in possession of the maiden last name of their 

birth mothen. However, most participants wanted to find their birth mother first 

and then aieir birth father (some male participants had no interest whatsoever in 

finding their birth fathers), if their birVi mother could provide them with some 

information about the birth father, which is in keeping with other research 

findings (e.g. Sorosky et al., 1978; Sachdev, 1992). March (1 995) noted that 

males and females tend to employ somewhat similar search techniques and 

have similar responses ta the reunion, therefore, gender becornes irrelevant in 

the data analysis. 

I feel that theie is a need for more studies that approach the subject of 

search and reunion fiom an ethnographie, qualitative perspective. March (1 995) 

conduded a large reunion study using a symbolic interactionist perspective to 

analyze her data. Her results focused solely on identity issues between the 

adoptee and aie outside world and the adoptee and the birth mother. m i l e  my 

study recognized that identity did play a ale in the search and reunion 

experience, it was not ttie sole foats of the analysis the study. All of the 

participants who were able to gamer answers from their biological mothers (two 

did not) had their identity puzzles solved. They felt complete. However, those 

who did not have their questions answ8red were still in possession of some 
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identity gaps. For one participant, this was not of concern, but for another it was 

the catalyst to fumer emptiness. 

The participants in this study were able to shed new light on the adoption 

reunion experience as the results of this study clearly show that solving the 

identity p d e  is not the ultimate goall. Solving the identity puzzle oould never 

fundion as the core variable as these participants had to meet their biological 

parents in person. They could have had al1 the information they had desired 

provided for them in the fom of phone calls and Mers from their biological 

parents, but it was the ingerson, face to face meeting when "adviowledgment 

was claimed" that was deemed as most important by the adoptees. True, 

acknowledgment could be gamered via the telephone, but it was "claimeci" in- 

person. The adoptees in this study possessed varying amounts of drivenness, 

with most of them having invested too much time playing amateur detective to 

not go al1 the way and adually meet their biological parents in person. They 

controlled their searches and upon "claiming aclmowledgment" aintrol was 

restored to them in the form of a complete history (exœpt in two cases) and 

knowledge of their biological parents' identities. Tbose who were not provided 

with a complete history still had some control restored as they had at least 

claimed acknowledgment They met their birth mothers face to face and knew 

where they came from even if they did not receive the answers to al1 of their 

questions. 

It is important to note that this study sought to understand the adoption 

search and reunion procesr in ternis of the lived experienœ of a group of 

adoptees who had been reunited with their birth mothers andior birth fathers. I 

was interested in the experience as it had occumed up to the time that each 

individual inteMew had been conduded. In Iight of the fact that some that some 

of the reunions had only taken place a short time More the adoptees were 
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interviewed for Ulis study, it would be interesting to interview the participants of 

this study a few yean fram naw to see how or if their relationships with their 

biological parents have progressed, It would also be of interest to see if any of 

the adoptees who had desired to meet their birth fattiers had achrally had any 

contact with these men. Did anyone who did not wish to meet their birth father 

change hisher mind and decide to search for him? Did anyone who had 

severed contact with hisîher birth mother resume their relationship with hislher 

birth mother? A long terni study involving the same participants rnight provide 

further insight into the reunion ewrience. For example, the participants in this 

study had not been in contact long enough (five years was the largest tirne span 

between the initial reunion and the time of the interview), for a tnie long term 

relationship to have developed. Some participants were still in the "honeyrnoon 

phaset' of their relationships with their birth parents, in that the relationship was 

fairly new. Some participants felt they had a great relationship with their birth 

parents while others were still not sure of the positions that Viey and their birth 

parents should ocwpy in each others' lives. Did anything change? If sol what 

was the catalyst of this change? 

This study has improved on the weaknesses of previous adoption reunion 

studies as it utilized informal interviews that elucidated the adoptee's own 

penonal search and reunion experienœ, hisher perception of this experiente 

and what it meant to them. Therefore, the reporting of the research remained 

faim1 to the manner in which is was describecl by the participants. The 

constant compatison of codes highlighted the similarities, trends and difierences 

of each adoptee's experienœ, which led to the development of concepts, that 

grouped together, formed the core variable "daiming acknow/edgment." This 

core variable is unique in that it has not sufaced in previous studies. It has 

been discovered due to a la& of preconœived hypotheses and to a lad< of an 
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application of an existing theory (Le. symbolic interadionist theory) to the results 

of the research, which would have guided the research in a dwerent direction. 

In other mirds, the discovery of a theory that was grounded in the data was 

paramount. Data were not forced to fit an existing theory or explained in ternis 

of an exïsting theory. lt is important to remember the study of proœss is salient 

to the grounded üieory perspective. Therefore. "daiming acknOW1edgment@' may 

not be w-tten in stone or 'Yrozen in time", but because it is a theory that is based 

on data, it will likely 'hot be completely reMed by w e  data or replaceci by 

another theory. Sinœ theory is too intimately linked to data, it is destined to last 

despite its inevitable modification and ref~mulation~~ (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, p. 

4)- 

I suggest that the above results could be used as a positive catalyst for 

systemic change. Govemment policy-rnakers might review the results of this 

study in ternis of possible policy changes that could be itnplemented in regard to 

the current adoption law in Manitoba. Presently, the adoption law in Manitoba 

contains a sealed adoption record policy, which legally prevents adoptees from 

knowing their biological history. An open record policy would almost certainly 

eliminate the need to solve the adoptee's identity puale and the lengthy search 

process that offen ensues as a result of the adoptee's lack of information. 

Today, Child and Family Services employs a very small staff who wîll, for a fee, 

seardi for the adoptee's biological parents on behaf of the adoptee. Perhaps, 

Child and Family Services could increase the number of staff members in this 

capacity in order to substantially decrease the waiting period for this type of 

service. Lastly, adoption support social workers should be more sensitive to 

adoptees who request background information or a search. Some of the 

adoptees who parücipated in this study felt like this meeting was somewhat 

interrogative. They felt that üiey and th& motives for searching were being 
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overanalyzed by the social worker and it made hem feel uncornfortable. 

Perhaps Child and Family Senrices should commission a study on the process of 

open-adoption in order to see the flipside of the sealed record policy. Then, 

one day, adopteea. like biological children, might be alloweû to know their 

biological history, rather than havîng to search for it 
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APPENDIX A 

LETTER: PURPOSE OF STUDY AND REQUEST FOR VOLUNTEERS 
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My name is Jan Spamnnr and I am a graduate student in the department of 
Family Studies at the University of Manitoba. The foais of interest for my thesis 
topic is the search and reunion experienœ of adoptees who have been reunited 
with one or both oftheir biological parents. My request is to inteMew you about 
your search and reunion e>cperience. 

The interview will be open-ended, Hi le  the length of the interview will be 
dependent on each participant, likely one to hno hours in duration. There will be 
no right or m g  answers to any of the questions posed to you and you do not 
have to answer any questions that you do not wish to answer. It is also your 
right to withdraw from the study at any point in time, if you so wish. The 
interview will be tape recorded and then transaibed. word for word, to paper as 
soon as possible after the interview. Once the interview has been transaibed, 
the tape will be destroyed. All records will be kept confidential and all names will 
be deleted and replaced with pseudonyrns to p r o t e  your identity and maintain 
your privacy. A copy of the ûanscript will be given to you, so that you may d i t  
any part of it prior to analysis. You may also ôe contacteci for a second 
interview, which would likely be much shorter in duration than the f i ~ t  interview. 
This interview may be used to darify or expand on information you have already 
provided or it may be used to ask you a few new questions that may have arisen 
as a result of rny ongoing analysis of your first interview and subsequent 
interviews with other participants. You will also receive a copy of my finished 
thesis, which will be yours to keep. 

If you are interested in k i n g  a part of this study, or if you have any 
questions feel free to contact me at 895-0666. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Spamw 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

I have read the enclosed letter. and agree to participate in a tape-recorded 

interview under the conditions that the tape fecoding of the interview will be 

destroyed immediately Mer the inte- has been transai'bed. my identity will 

remain confidential, names mentioned in the interview Ml1 be deleted or 

substituted with pseudonyrns, and I will have the opportunity to edit the written 

transcn'pt of my interview to meet my approval befwe the data is analyzed. I 

also understand that I may withdraw from participation, or wAhhold information at 

any time during or after the intetview. 

I am also willing to be contacteâ for a possible second interview to which the 

above conditions also appiy- I understand that the second interview may take 

place several weeks or months after the first interview. I am aware of the fact 

that durîng this intewiew, I may be asked several new questions or I may be 

asked to expand on or clarify information that I have already provided. 

NAME ........................................................................................................ 
PHONE NUMBER.., ..... ...................,...,.........-...-.....-., ......................... 
SIGNATURE ........... .. ........................,............, ......................... ....... 

............. DATE .........*....,..............-..........-.*-.-..--.--..o.ooo..-......o.....o..,...oooo-..... 
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APPENDIX C 

TRANSCRIPT APPROVAL 
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Dear 

I have endosed a written tram*# of ouf interview on . As I informed you, I require 
your appmval for this transcript to be wed for data analysis. 
Please be reminded that your iâenüty will remain confidenüal. In addition, al1 names have been 
subsütuted with pseudonyms. 

If this Vanscript meets your approval for data anal*, please sign below: 

Or, if changes must be made to meet your apgraval, piea~e indicate on the reverse side of thig 
letter, H a t  revisions you wish to make, and pn which m e s  of the transcri@ they shouid occur. 

If this transcript meets your approval, provided the requested revisions are made, please sign 
below: 

SIGNATüRE DATE 

Also, to ensure that I have a l  the necessary demographic information, may 1 request that you 
answer the follom'ng questions? 

1. What month of which year àid you begin your search? 

2. What month of which year did your reunion with your biological parent(s) take place? 

3. What is your age? 

Please retum this Mer only, as soon as possiùle, in the stamped envelope which I have 
enclosed. This CODV of vout t w  is for vou to keep. * .  

lhank you again for your partidpation in this study. 

Sinwrely, 

Jan Sparw 
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RESEARCH TOPIC: 

LETTER TO RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 
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SUBMlSSlON TO ETHICS COMMITTEE 
FACULN OF HUMAN ECOLOGY 

TITLE -- 
An exploratory study of the search and reunion dynamics experienced by 

adoptees. 

INVESTIGATOR. 

Sparrow, J. M. 

GRAOUATE ADVISOR. 

Berg, D. 

DEPARTMENT. 

Family Studies 

PURPOSE. 

The goal of this research is to explore the experiences of adoptees who have 

been reunited with one or both of their biological parents. Research is very 

limited in the area of searching and reunions between adoptees and their 

biological parents (Sachdev, 1992) as very few studies have focused on the 

process and aftemath of adoption reunions There is little information about the 

processes involved in finding and making contact with one's biological parent(s) 

and the dynamics that take place after the initial reunion. In order to grasp this 

cornplex experienœ, it is neœssary to let the information speak for itself, to let 

the adoptees share their adoptive meaning structure and their reunion 

experienœ with us, so that without prejudgment, we may gain a greater 

understanding of this e>cperienœ as lived by the adoptees. 

SUBJECTS. 

Subjects for this research project *Il be ten to twelve adoptees who have 

searched for, located and met with one or both of their biological parents on at 

Ieast one or more occasions. The length of time that has passed since the first 
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initial contact with the biological parent(s) (i. e. several years rnay have passed), 

is not aiticai, but ideally should ba sufficiient in order for the adoptee to have had 

some time to process, refiact on and deal with any changes the reunion may 

have prociuced. 

BENEFITS AND RISKS. 

There are no direct known bendits ta the participants in this study other than 

they are participating in pmviding valuable iMomation to others. The benefits 

derived from this study will apply mainly to that section of the public that chooses 

to read the results of this study. The findings may be of use to other adoptees 

who are already searching or who may be in the position of trying to decide 

whether or not to search for one or both of their biological parents. 

The research will not pose any risks to the informants as those intervieweci 

will have been self-selected and will have expresseci a willingness to diswss the 

experienœ of their reunions with their biological parents. All records will remain 

confidential, and will be coded for identification by the researcher only. Names 

will be ddeted, or replaced with a pseudonym. Each participant will also receive 

a copy of the findings when the research is completed. 

PROCEDURES. 

A letter which explains the purpose of the study, outlines the procedure of the 

interview and assures confidentiality will be given to each suitable participant. 

1 nterested participants can then contact me by telephone. 

After contact has been made with a participant, a convenient time and 

location for an interview wili be arranged. The format for the interview will be 

open ended. Some general questions have been prepared as a guide during 

the interview. Participants will be assured that there are no right or wrong 

answers to the questions. 
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The interview wîll be tape recorded and transcribed, word for word, as soon 

as possible after the interview has taken place. Names will be deleted from the 

transcript or substituted with a pseudonym. The tape will then be destroyed. 

Each participant receive a copy of their &anscript for editing pupses. A 

number will be used to code the m e n  tnnsaipt, which corresponds with the 

participant's narne. A record of the codes that identify participants will be 

sewrel y kept in a different location. Only the researctier have acœss to 

these records. The records will be destroyed upon completion of the research 

projed. 

INFORMED CONSENT. 

Participation in this study is completely voluntary. Participants will be asked 

to sign a consent fom indicating that they have agreed to participate under 

certain specific conditions. The technique of on-going informed consent 

(Cowles, 1988; Munhall, 1988) will be used throughout aie interview. Each 

participant wili be infomed of their right to refuse to answer any questions that 

they do not wish to answer and of their right to withdraw from the study at any 

tirne. 

REMUNERATION. 

Participants will receive no payment for their participation in this study. A 

copy of my research findings w*ll be presented to each informant 

INFORMATION FROM NON-PERSONAL SOURCES. 

Not applicable. 

CONFIDENTIALITY. 

This has been discussed above under the Procedures section. Each 

participant will also receive a letter ensuring oiem of complete and total 

confidentiality. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANlTOBA 

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE 
- - 

DATE: Novembet 24. 1995 

TO: Dr. O. Berg, Family Studies - --- 
FROM: G. P. Sevenhuysen, Chair Ethics Review Cornmittee: 

RE: Ethics Review: Search and Reunion dynamics experienced by adoptees. 

The Ethics Committee has reviewed the proposed research procedures you submitted on 20 
Septernber 95. t h e  procedures meet ethical guidelines with exception of the following 
addition: 

The researcher must provide details to the Ethics Cornmittee in writing about the 
process used to  identify subjects, including any approvals from agencies who are 
involved in this process. 

The researcher rnust explain in detail how interviews are scheduled (by phone?) and 
exactly what is said to the subjects at those times. 

The researcher rnust provide an outline of the content of the 'general questions' used 
in the interview. At  least a question guide needs t o  be submitted with additional 
explanation where relevant. 

The researcher must confirrn the name of the ONE person who has access to the data 
(page 3. line 1 1). becawe two  names are associated with the submitted text. I f  more 
people have access these need to be identified. 

The reseatcher needs to  provide evidence that subjects will be told of the possibility 
of a second interview before they are asked t o  sign the consent form. Information 
about the procedures to be followed,puipose, content, timing and duration of a second 
interview need t o  be explainad and included in the introductory letter and in the follow- 
up letter seeking transctipt approval. 

The researcher needs to mention the estimated duration or time cornmitment required 
for the first interview. 

The researcher should clean up the consent form (7th line: change withdraw to 
withhold) and Transript approval form (8th line: correct 'pleas'; questions: adequate 
spacing: question 4: gender not already known after face-to-face interview?) 

Please provide the documentation requested in order for the Committee to  complete its 
processing of the project. 
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Initial Codes 

Curious: 

an adoptee is airious about his/her biological history. 

Curiositv: 

an adoptee has a cwiosity regarding the identity of their birth parents and 

what they are like as people. 

Blanks: 

there are blanks, or gaps in Vie adoptee's life due to a la& of information 

regarding himer biological history. 

Puzzle Pieces: 

pieces of biological information that aid an adoptee in filling in the gaps of 

their biological history. 

Look like: 

an adoptee's desire to see what hislher parents look like; to see who they 

look like. 

Who am 1: 

an adoptee's search for herl his identity. 

Fantesv: 

adoptees have fantasies about what their biological parents are like. 

In the flesh: 

the adoptee's strong desire for a face to face meeting with their biological 

parent(s). 

S~ittina imaae: 

an adoptee finding out that either they or their children are the spitting image 

of someone in their biological family. 
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Puzzle solved: 

finding out that one's traits or philosophies are similar to those of the 

biological family. 

Quest: 

the search for one's biological parents is a quest for answero. 

No hurt: 

the adoptee's steadfast desire not to hurt their adoptive parents while 

embarking on the search and reunion process. 

Respect: 

the adoptee have a great amour ir of respect for their adoptive parents. 

Real mom/dad: 

the adoptive motherlfather is considered, by the adoptee, to be the adoptee's 

real mothertfather. 

Dad iealous: 

refers to an adoptive father being jealous of his adoptive daughter's 

relationship with her biological father. 

Husband iealous: 

a husband who is jealous of his wife's relationship with her biological father. 

Morn nervous: 

an adoptive mothef who is nervous about her son'sldaughter's first meeting 

or developing relationship with hislher birVi parent(s). 

Fear: - 
adoptive parents who fear they will lose their child to the biological parent(s). 

Parents unaware: 

refers to adoptive parents who were not told of the adoptee's search for or 

reunion with hislher birth parent($). 
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Balancina act: 

Vie faeling an adoptee has when dhe fwls that sihe is caught between 

hislher biolog ical parents and hisher adoptive parents. 

At a distance: 

keeping one's adoptive mother and biological mother at a distance. 

Tears: - 
the readion some adoptive mothers have to diswssing the subject of the 

adoptee's adoption. 

Back off: 

the adoptee relents and does not ask the adoptive parent for anymore 

information regarding their adoption as a result of the adoptive parent's 

ernotional reaction. 

Closed Subiect: 

an adoptive parent's refusal to discuss the facts surrounding the adoptee's 

adoption. 

Fear of desertion: 

the adoptive parent's fear that hislher adopted diild will reject hislher role as 

their child after meeting hidher biological motherlfather. 

Gate Keeper: 

refenr to people who are in possession of historical information regarding the 

adoptee's biological history and birth parents' names. This pemn can be an 

adoptive parent, but in this study the term mostly applies to social workers who 

control the fiow of biological information to the adoptee and oversee the reunion. 

Post-Ado~tion Reaistrv: 

a list of adoptees and biological parents. An adoptee or birü~ parent puts 

their name on this list to make the other aware that they ~ Î s h  to make contact. 
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Henderson Directories: 

a list of names, addresses and phone numbers that the adoptee uses when 

searching for hislher birth mothertfather by last name. 

Yearbooks: 

An adoptee in possession of hislher birth rnother/father's last name may use 

yearbooks as a tool in location their birth parent(s). 

Archives: 

Adoptees may look through archives during their search, in order to trace 

their biological family name. 

Search gr ou^: 

an adoption supporüsearch group that aids adoptees in their search for their 

biological parents. 

Court of Queen's Bench: 

adoptees can apply to this court for a copy of their adoption decrees. 

Decree: 

a legal document indicating the adoptee's given birai name and their 

adoptive name. 

Private investiaator, 

an adoptee sometimes hires a ptivate investigator to aid in hisBer search. 

Lawec 

an adoptee may hire a lawyer to aid in hidher search. 

RCMP emrt: 

one adoptee had to hire an RCMP forensic expert to help him decipher his 

damaged adoption decree. 
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Covert: 

describes adoptees who pretend to be someone other than themselves when 

they first make phone contact with their birüi parents or a member of their 

biological family, in an attempt to avoid scaring that pemn away- 

Stakeout: 

describes the adoptee who c a s d  his biological mothers apartment cornplex 

prior to meeting her in order to plot the best way to execute the surprise meeting 

he had planned 

Fee : - 
adoptees have to pay a fee in order to put their names on the post-adoption 

reg istry. 

Counsel: 

adoptees have to go through a counselling session with a social worker 

before they can put their names on the post-adoption registry. 

Motives: 

during their counselling sessions with social workers, adoptees are 

questioned as to their motives in wanting to find their birth mothetifather. 

Amateur detective: 

the adoptee often becornes hislher own private investigator during the search 

for hisher biological parents. 

Libraw: 

adoptees may use the library as a source of information when trying to find 

their birth parents. 

Non-identifvina information: 

the adoptee is entitled to this document that contains varying degrees of 

biological information without revealing the identity of the birth parents. 
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Loss of control: 

the adoptee expetiences this by virtue of being adopted and not knowing 

their biological history. 

Incorn~lete: 

an adopte feels incomplet8 due to hidher lad< of biological historical 

informat ion. 

Validate: 

some adoptees hope that a reunion will validate them as human beings and 

confirm Via their interests and philosophies of life are refiected in their birth 

parents. 

ReJolve: 

some adoptees hope that the reunion m'Il resolve some problems they may 

have and provide them with a sense of completeness. 

Control issue: 

there is a control issue in the search process in that adoptees are searching 

for information that is rightfully theirs and they are conduding these searches on 

their own terms. 

Dece~t ion: 

an adoptive parentes refusal to disdose the adoptee's adoptive status to him 

or their attempt to alter birth doaiments. 

Destrov: 

the adoptive parent's attempt to tamper with or destroy birth documents. 

Bastard: 

some adoptees feel illegitirnate and different hwn the rest of their family, like 

they do not belong. 
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Different: 

describes adoptees who feel different Rom everyone else due to their 

adoptive status. 

Pfotted: 

describes the actions of one adoptee who staked out his biological mother's 

apartment in order to find the best possible way and time to descend on her. 

Mv terrns: 

adoptees want a relationship with their birai parents that is baseâ on theif 

own ternis and is not controlled solely by the birth parent. 

Back door: 

adoptees want to approach their relationships with their birth parents by 

going in the Vont door" Were they are welcomed with open arms as opposed to 

the "back door" where they are kept a secret from everyone in the biological 

parent's farnily. 

To meet: 

the desire to meet one's biological parents. 

Part of her. 

adoptees want to meet thek birth mothers as these wornen are a part of 

themselves. 

No choice: 

adoptees offen feel that their birth mothers were without financial and 

emotional support and that they had no choice but to give them up for adoption. 

Her side: 

adoptees wish to hear about their birth mothets Me from the time of the 

adoption to the present. 
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Database: 

could include Vie post-adoption registry or any other list that the adoptee can 

put th& name on in hopes of king matched up with their birth parents. 

Reaistw: 

a Iist an adoptee puts hialher name on in hopes of king matched up wïth 

his/her birth parent 

Available: 

the adoptee makes hislherself available for contact with the birth parent by 

putting their name on a registry. 

Control : 

to actively control the search process; or control over the reunion, i.e. the 

adoptee can end Vie relationship with the birVi parent if they are not satisfied 

with it. 




